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The! Agulhas! Current! is! the! strongest! western! boundary! current! in! the! Southern!
Hemisphere!and!plays!an! important!role! in!the!exchange!of!heat!and!salt!between!
the! Indian! and! South! Atlantic! Ocean! basins,! thereby! affecting! global! climate.! The!
variability! in! the!northern!Agulhas!Current! is! influenced!by!both! cyclonic! and!antiU
cyclonic!mesoscale!eddies,!originating!from!the!Mozambique!Channel!and!south!of!
Madagascar! (known! as! source! region! eddies)! and! which! propagate! toward! the!
offshore!edge!of!the!Agulhas!Current.!!Using!a!combination!of!an!eddyUtracking!data!
set! with! in6situ! surface! drifter! observations! and! altimetryUderived! geostrophic!
currents,! it! is! shown! that! source! region! eddies! dissipate! upon! approaching! the!
Agulhas! Current.! Their! entrainment! into! the! Agulhas! Current! affects! its! mean!
velocity! and!offshore!position! through!a! transfer!of!momentum,!with!antiUcyclonic!
eddies!consistently!increasing!the!Agulhas!Current’s!velocity!by!0.16!±!0.17!m.sU1.!In!
contrast,!entrainment!of! cyclonic!eddies! results! in!a!decrease! in!velocity!by!0.13!±!
0.16! m.sU1! and! shifting! the! current! up! to! 144! ±! 85! km! offshore.! These! velocity!
anomalies!propagate!downstream!at!rates!of!44!km.dU1!(antiUcyclonic!eddies)!and!23!
km.dU1! (cyclonic! eddies).!Whilst! existing! numerical!models! are! successfully! able! to!
capture!many!aspects!of!the!Agulhas!Current,!many!models!are!unable!to!accurately!
represent! the! observed! eddy! dissipation! and! interaction! processes,! affecting! our!





kinetic! energy! (EKE)! of! 33%! over! the! Agulhas! Current! domain.! Changes! in! eddy!
pathways,! properties! and! energy! conversion! terms,! resulting! from! the! change! in!
forcing! from! absolute! to! relative! winds! (the! wind! speed! relative! to! the! current!
speed)! have! resulted! in! significantly! different! mesoscale! eddies! in! the! regional!
HYCOM.! The! effects! of! the! change! in! wind! forcing! on! the! variability! within! the!
Agulhas! Current!were! examined! and! the! differences! between! the! two! simulations!
! 7!
were! found! to! be! very! small.! ! Finally,! the! evolution! of! meanders! in! the! Agulhas!
Current,! including! the! properties! and! dissipation! of! smaller! meanders! as! well! as!























































































































Figure! 1.1:! A! schematic! of! the! ocean! circulation! surrounding! southern! Africa.! The!
South!Equatorial!Current!and!antiUcyclonic!circulation!of!the!Comoros!Basin!are!
indicated.!The!southern!branch!of!the!East!Madagascar!Current,!known!as!the!
South!East!Madagascar!Current! (SEMC)! retroflects! south!of!Madagascar.!Both!
cyclonic! and! antiUcyclonic! eddies! forming! south! of! Madagascar! and! in! the!
Mozambique!Channel!propagate!towards!the!Agulhas!Current,!which!retroflects!
south! of! the! African! continent! to! form! the! Agulhas! Return! Current.! At! the!
Agulhas!retroflection,! large!Agulhas!Rings!are!spawned! into!the!south!Atlantic!
Ocean.! The! antiUcyclonic! circulation! of! the! SouthUWest! Indian!Ocean! subUgyre!
and!the!Benguela!Current,!on!the!west!coast!of!southern!Africa,!are!also!shown.!




and! standard! deviation! (error! bars).! Thin! black! lines! indicate! the! bathymetry.!
The! Natal! bight! is! the! region! between! Durban! and! Cape! St.! Lucia! where! the!
continental!shelf!(grey!shading)!widens!(Source:!Lutjeharms:!2007).!................!26!
!
Figure! 2.1:! Sea! level! anomaly! data! (shading)!with! the! shapes! of! eddies! tracked!by!
three!different!eddyUtracking!algorithms!overlaid!in!coloured!lines.!The!!CHE11!




Figure! 2.2:! The! origin! (circles)! and! termination! sites! (x’s)! of! all! cyclonic! and! antiU
cyclonic!eddies! tracked! through! the!black!box!by! the!a)!C11!and!b)!H14!eddy!
tracking!algorithms!between!1993!and!2012,!overlaid!on!the!mean!Geostrophic!
velocity! (cm.sU1).! Histograms! show! the! frequency! of! cyclonic! (C)! and! antiU
cyclonic!(AC)!eddies!forming!and!dissipating!at!each!latitude!and!longitude.!The!
! 12!
colours!of! the!eddies! in! the! legends!of! the!histograms!also!correspond! to! the!
colours!used!in!the!maps.!...................................................................................!37!
!













Figure!2.7:!The!amplitudes! (cm)!of!all! a)!C11!and!b)!H14!eddies!which!are! tracked!
through!the!black!box.!........................................................................................!42!
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an! eddy! which! travels! through! the! black! box! as! tracked! by! the! Chelton!




an! eddy! which! travels! through! the! black! box! as! tracked! by! the! Chelton!










(red)! and! amplitudes! (blue)! of! eddies! as! they! approach! the! Agulhas! Current!
meridional!mean! of! 28°! −! 29.5! S°! indicated! by! the! black! line.! Thin! grey! lines!
show!annual!meridional!mean!velocities!of!the!Agulhas!Current.!.....................!61!
!
Figure!3.6:! Stages!of! dissipation!of! a)! an! antiUcyclonic! eddy!and!b)! a! cyclonic! eddy!











S,! 30.95°! E! to! 32.4°! S,! 34.4°! E.! b)! A! wavelet! power! spectrum! with! the! 95%!
significance! level! shown! by! bold,! black! contours.! A! thin! black! line! shows! the!




Figure! 3.9:! a1)! The!mean! velocity! anomaly! of! the! Agulhas! Current! when! an! antiU
cyclonic!eddy!is!present!based!on!61!antiUcyclonic!eddies!detected!from!1992!−!
2012! and! a2)! the! resulting! effect! on! the! Agulhas! Current! 1! week! and! a3)! 3!
weeks! later.! (b1)! The!mean! velocity! anomaly! of! the! Agulhas! Current! when! a!
cyclonic!eddy!is!present!based!on!71!cyclonic!eddies!detected!from!1992!−!2012!
and!b2)!the!resulting!effect!on!the!Agulhas!Current!6!weeks!and!b3)!15!weeks!
later.! The! transect! across! which! the! Agulhas! Current! core! properties! were!




Figure! 4.1:! ! Weekly! surface! velocities! from! a)! a! numerical! model! and! b)! AVISO!
satellite!altimetry!(Source:!Backeberg!et!al.,!2008).!...........................................!70!
!






a)! Summer,! b)! Winter,! c)! Autumn! and! d)! Spring! from! 1993! −! 2013.! Arrows!
indicate!the!direction!of!the!stress,!with!the!scale!of!the!arrows!shown!in!red.!83!
!














Figure! 4.7:! Differences! in! the! mean! surface! a)! EKE! and! b)! MKE! between! the!
experiment! forced! by! absolute! winds! and! the! experiment! forced! by! relative!
winds!from!1993!−!2013.!....................................................................................!89!
Figure!4.8:!A!0.5°!by!0.5°!grid!of!the!mean!energy!within!the!eddies!(cm2.sU2)! for!a)!







Figure! 4.10:! Differences! in! the! mean! surface! a)! energy! within! the! eddies! and! b)!















Figure!4.13:!A!1°!by!1°! grid! showing! the! frequency!of! a)!ABS,!b)!REL!and! c)!AVISO!












Figure! 4.17:!QUQ!plots! of! eddies! occurring!within! 32! −! 50°! E! and! 25! −! 31°! S,! from!
1992!−!2013,!showing!a)!antiUcyclonic!eddy!lifespans,!b)!cyclonic!eddy!lifespans,!






Figure! 4.18:! The! depth! integrated! barotropic! energy! conversion! for! a)! the! model!
forced!with!absolute!winds!and!b)!the!model!forced!with!relative!winds.!......!109!
Figure! 4.19:! The! depth! integrated! baroclinic! energy! conversion! for! a)! the! model!
forced!by!absolute!winds!and!b)!the!model!forced!by!relative!winds.!.............!110!
!
Figure! 5.1:! ! Weekly! geostrophic! velocities! (cm.sU1)! for! a)! the! model! forced! by!
absolute! winds,! b)! the! model! forced! by! relative! winds! and! c)! AVISO! for! the!
week!of!15/02/1993.!........................................................................................!122!
Figure!5.2:!The! location!of! the!Agulhas!Current!TimeUSeries!mooring!array.!Current!













Orange! crosses! indicate! the! ! positions! of! the! Port! Edward! (north)! and! ACT!
(south)!transects.!..............................................................................................!130!
!
Figure! 5.5:! Time! averaged! GlobCurrent! velocities! (colour)! overlaid! with! current!





















Table! 4.1:! Eddies! properties! for! eddies! passing! within! 32! −! 50°! E! and! 25! −! 31°! S!
between! 1993! −! 2013! for! both! antiUcyclonic! (AC)! and! cyclonic! (C)! eddies,!
including! the! number! of! eddies! with! lifespans! greater! than! 4! weeks,! mean!
lifespans!of! the!eddies! (weeks),!mean!eddy! radii! (km),!mean!eddy!amplitudes!
(cm)!and!mean!eddy!circumUaveraged!speeds!(cm.sU1).!...................................!104!!
Table! 5.1:! The! locations! and! times! at! which! the! RDI! 300! ADCP!measurements! of!
Agulhas!Current!velocities!were!collected.!.......................................................!126!!



















current! in! the! Southern! Hemisphere,! the! Agulhas! Current,! which! flows!




Agulhas! Current! (de! Ruijter! et! al.,! 2002).! Eddies,! which! form! in! the!Mozambique!
Channel! and! south! of! Madagascar! and! propagate! towards! the! Agulhas! Current!
(Figure! 1),! are! important! contributors! to! the! Current’s! total! volume! transport! (de!
Ruijter! et! al.,! 2002;! Schouten! et! al.,! 2002;! Siedler! et! al.,! 2009).! Past! studies! have!
shown! the! total! poleward! transport! of! the! Agulhas! Current! to! be! of! 70! ±22! Sv!
(Bryden! et! al.,! 2005)! at! 32°S! and! 77! ±! 5! Sv! at! a! region! close! to! 34°S! (Beal! et! al.,!
2015).!!
!
South!of! the!African! continent,! the!Agulhas!Current!begins! to!move! into! the!open!
ocean!before!it!retroflects!eastwards!(Ou!and!de!Ruijter,!1986;!Lutjeharms!and!van!




al.,! 2015;! Chen! et! al.,! 2016)! is! lost! into! the! Atlantic! Ocean! through! large! Agulhas!
Rings! shed!at! the!Agulhas!Current! retroflection! (Gordon!1986;!Lutjeharms!and!van!






Figure! 1.1:! A! schematic! of! the! ocean! circulation! surrounding! southern!Africa.! The! South! Equatorial!
Current!and!antiUcyclonic!circulation!of!the!Comoros!Basin!are!indicated.!The!southern!branch!of!the!
East!Madagascar!Current,!known!as!the!South!East!Madagascar!Current! (SEMC)!retroflects!south!of!
Madagascar.! Both! cyclonic! and! antiUcyclonic! eddies! forming! south! of! Madagascar! and! in! the!
Mozambique!Channel!propagate!towards!the!Agulhas!Current,!which!retroflects!south!of!the!African!
continent! to! form!the!Agulhas!Return!Current.!At! the!Agulhas!retroflection,! large!Agulhas!Rings!are!
spawned!into!the!south!Atlantic!Ocean.!The!antiUcyclonic!circulation!of!the!SouthUWest!Indian!Ocean!






















of!evaporation!often!occur! (Rouault!et! al.,! 2002).! The!Agulhas!Current! is!one! such!
current,!and!the!resulting!latent!heat!flux!and!evaporation!significantly!impacts!the!
Southern!African!rainfall!(Jury!et!al.,!1993).!The!temperature!of!the!Agulhas!Current!
and! its!proximity! to! the!coast!have!been!shown! to!affect! the! rainfall!on! the! south!
east!cost!of!Africa!(Walker!1990;! Jury!et!al.,!1993).!Similarly,!previous!research!has!
shown!that!warmer!(cooler)!sea!surface!temperatures!(SST)!in!the!South!West!Indian!
Ocean! tend! to! be! linked! to!wetter! (dryer)! conditions! over! regions! of! South! Africa!
(Reason!and!Mulenga,!1999).!!Observations!have!shown!that!a!dipole!of!cooler!SST!
off!Western!Australia!and!warmer!SST!in!the!region!south!of!Madagascar!results! in!
increased! summer! rainfall! in! large! parts! of! southUeastern! Africa! (Reason,! 2001).!
Model!results!from!Reason!(2001)!suggest!that!this!increase!in!rainfall!occurs!due!to!
a!significant! increase! in! the!convergence!of!moist!air! in! the!region!which!has!been!
advected!towards!the!coast!from!the!low!pressure!anomaly!which!occurs!above!the!
warm!SST!pole!as!a!result!of! increased!evaporation.!Over!the!source!regions!of!the!







Regionally,! the! variability! of! the! Agulhas! Current! has! potential! to! impact! several!




grid! (Meyer!et!al.,!2017).! In!the!study!by!Meyer!et!al.! (2017)! it!was!found!that!the!
satellite!and!model!data!used!were!only!able!to!accurately!capture!the!variability!in!
the!Agulhas!Current!at!time!scales! longer!than!1!month.!Meanders,!which!occur! in!
the! Agulhas! Current,! would! therefore! present! a! unique! challenge! to! renewable!
energy!developers.!Meanders!are!also!critical!to!crossUshelf!exchanges!in!the!region!
(Bryden!et!al.,!2005;!Jackson!et!al.,!2012;!Krug!et!al.,!2014;!Malan!et!al.,!2018).!They!
have! been! shown! to! influence! shelf! waters! by! the! formation! of! upwelling! and!
downwelling! fronts! along! the! shelf! edge! (Malan! et! al.,! 2018).! These! crossUshelf!
exchanges! transport! vital! nutrients! onto! the! shelf! (Roberts,! 2005;! Roberts! et! al.,!
2010),! particularly! in! the! region! of! the! Agulhas! Bank!where!many! fish! species! are!
spawned,! several! of! which! are! critically! important! to! fisheries! in! South! Africa!
(Hutchings!et! al.,! 2002).!A! significant!amount!of!Agulhas!Current! variability! can!be!





The! flow! in! the! Mozambique! Channel! is! dominated! by! mesoscale! antiUcyclonic!
eddies!(Gordon!et!al.,!1983;!Saetre!and!da!Silva,!1984;!!Schouten!et!al.,!2002;!Quartly!
and! Srokosz,! 2004;! Halo! et! al.,! 2014a).! The! two! most! favourable! sites! for! antiU
cyclonic!Mozambique!Channel!eddy!formation!are!in!the!Comoros!basin!near!12°!S,!
and!further!south!in!the!eastern!sector!of!the!channel!near!20°!S,!43°!E!(Halo!et!al.,!
2014a).!Approximately!4! to!6!antiUcyclonic!eddies!pass! through! the!narrows!of! the!
northern! Mozambique! Channel! each! year! (at! 17°! S),! with! a! mean! diameter! of!
300−400!km!(Schouten!et!al.,!2002;!Ridderinkhof!and!de!Ruijter,!2003;!Schouten!et!
al.,! 2003;! Backeberg! et! al.,2008).! It! was! suggested! by! Ridderinkhof! and! de! Ruijter!
(2003)! that! these! northern! antiUcyclonic! eddies! form! when! an! unstable,! strong,!
eastward!flowing!current!moves!over!the!Davie!Ridge!(17°!10’!00”!S,!41°!45’!00”!E).!
Other! studies! show! that! positive! vorticity! anomalies! as! well! as! shear! instabilities,!
caused! by! friction! between! the! Madagascan! coastline! and! the! South! Equatorial!
Current,!contribute!towards!eddy!generation!(Biastoch!and!Krauss,!1999;!Backeberg!
! 23!
and! Reason,! 2010;! Halo! et! al,.! 2014a).! ! Furthermore,! these! eddies! are! primarily!
generated!through!barotropic!instabilities!(Collins!et!al.,!2014).!Using!altimetry!data,!
an! average! of! 17.1! anticyclonic! eddies! have! been! recorded! in! the! Mozambique!






As! antiUcyclonic! Mozambique! Channel! eddies! are! so! prevalent,! with! signals! easily!
identified! in! satellite! data,! many! studies! tend! to! neglect! cyclonic! Mozambique!
Channel! eddies.! Some! studies! have! even! suggested! that! no! cyclonic! eddies! occur!
within!the!Mozambique!Channel!(de!Ruijter!et!al.,!2002).! !Although!cyclonic!eddies!
are! smaller! than! their! counterparts,!with! a!mean! radius! of! 139! km,! they! are! even!
more!abundant! (Halo!et!al.,!2014a).!On!average,!altimetry!data! indicates! that!22.1!
cyclonic! eddies! form!within! the!Mozambique! Channel! each! year,! between! 14! and!
24°!S,!with!an!average!duration!of!85!days! (Halo!et!al.,!2014a).!Halo!et!al.! (2014a)!
show! that! cyclonic! eddies! form! throughout! the! Mozambique! Channel! with! more!
favourable!regions!of!formation!along!the!eastern!side!of!the!channel!at!16°!S,!44°!E!
and! 24°! S,! 44°! E.! The! formation! of! the! cyclonic! eddies! at! the! southern! site! is!
influenced!by!the!turbulence!associated!with!currentUshelf! interactions!(Halo!et!al.,!
2014a).! Cyclonic! eddies! also! form! along! the! western! side! of! the! Mozambique!
Channel!at!17°!S!(Lutjeharms,!2006;!Halo!et!al.,!2014a)!through!baroclinic!instabilities!
(Collins!et!al.,!2014).!Drifter!trajectories!reveal!that!flow!on!the!western!side!of!the!






of! Madagascar.! Originally,! it! was! thought! that! the! South! East! Madagascar! Current!
(SEMC)! flowed! directly! into! the! Agulhas! Current! (Grunglingh,! 1985).! Many! studies,!
! 24!
however,! suggest! that! the! SEMC! retroflects! south! of!Madagascar! (Lutjeharms,! 1988;!
Quartly!and!Srokosz,!2002)!in!a!manner!that!is!thought!to!be!similar!to!the!retroflection!
of!the!Agulhas!Current.!Inertia!is!thought!to!separate!the!SEMC!from!the!Madagascan!
shelf.! The!Madagascar! ridge,!which! is!as! shallow!as!1000!m! in!parts,! then!causes! the!
current!to!retroflect!south!of!the!Madagascan!island!(de!Ruijter!et!al.,!2004;!Quartly!and!
Srokosz,! 2004;! Halo,! 2008).! The! retroflection! of! the! SEMC! is! thought! to! trigger! antiU
cyclonic! eddy! formation! (de! Ruijter! et! al.,! 2004;! Halo,! 2008;! Halo! et! al.,! 2014b).! In!
contrast,!cyclonic!eddies!form!on!the!inshore!edge!of!the!SEMC!as!a!result!of!the!friction!
between!the!SEMC!and!the!continental!shelf!(de!Ruijter!et!al.,!2004;!Ridderinkhof!et!al.,!
2013).! Further! studies! suggest! that! the! SEMC! retroflection! is! not! permanent! or!
alternatively! that! the!current!bifurcates;!with!one!branch!of! the!current! retroflecting,!
and!the!other!continuing!towards!the!Agulhas!Current!(de!Ruijter!et!al.,!2004;!Siedler!et!
al.,!2009;!Halo!et!al.,!2014b).! !One!further!description!of!the!SEMC!system,!is!that!the!





Halo! et! al.! (2014b)! investigated! two! regions! for! eddy! formation,! south! of!
Madagascar,!one!to!the!southeast!!(45.10°!E!to!51.10°!E!and!32°!S!to!23°!S)!and!one!
to! the! southwest! (39°!E! to!45°!E!and!32°! S! to!23°! S),! and! found! that! the!different!
regions! had! different! mechanisms! for! eddy! generation.! Eddies! occuring! in! the!
southeast!region,!were!formed!by!barotropic!instabilities,!whereas!those!occuring!in!






eddies! are! comparative! to! the! dipoles! observed! by! de! Ruijter! et! al.! (2004)! and!
Ridderinkhof! et! al.! (2013).! Both! cyclonic! and! antiUcyclonic! eddies! form! south! of!
! 25!
Madagascar! and!propagate!westwards! towards! the!Agulhas! Current! (Schouten! et! al.,!
2002;!de!Ruijter!et!al.,!2004).!
!
A! study! by! Zhai! et! al.! (2010)! shows! that! western! boundary! currents! are! sinks! for!
oceanUeddy! energy,! whereby! the! potential! energy! associated! with! westward!
propagating! eddies! is! converted! into! kinetic! energy! of! smaller! eddies! and! short!
Rossby! waves.! As! observed! in! other! western! boundary! current! systems,! the!
interaction!of!source!region!eddies!(forming!in!the!Mozambique!Channel!and!south!
of! Madagascar)! with! the! Agulhas! Current! has! a! direct! impact! on! the! Agulhas!










Pulses,! propagate! to! the! southern! Agulhas! Current! region! each! year! (Rouault! and!
Penven,!2011;!Elipot!and!Beal,!2015).!They!can!cause!and!early!retroflection!of!the!
Agulhas! Current,! south! of! the! African! continent! (Lutjeharms! and! van! Ballegooyen,!
1988;!Krug!et!al.,!2012).!Natal!Pulses!are!considered!to!play!a!significant!role!in!the!
variability! of! the! southern! Agulhas! Current! and! thus! the! number! of! large! Agulhas!
Rings!that!are!shed!into!the!South!Atlantic!Ocean!(de!Ruijter!et!al.,!1999;!Schouten!et!
al.,!2002).!Other!studies,!however,!have!shown!that!a!Natal!Pulse!is!not!required!in!
order! to! generate! an! Agulhas! Ring! (Rouault! and! Penven,! 2011;! Elipot! and! Beal,!
2015).!!In!addition,!Leber!and!Beal!(2014)!suggest!that!the!transport!of!the!Agulhas!
Current!is!maintained!during!a!meander!and!a!study!by!Biastoch!et!al.,!(2008)!shows!
using! a! numerical! model! that! Natal! Pulses! do! not! significantly! influence! Agulhas!












Figure!1.2:! The!mean!position!of! the!northern!Agulhas!Current! core! (solid!black! line)! and! standard!
deviation!(error!bars).!Thin!black!lines!indicate!the!bathymetry.!The!Natal!bight!is!the!region!between!





important,! and! in6situ! data! in! the! region! is! so! sparse,! it! is! necessary! to! precisely!
capture! the! complex!mesoscale! circulation!with! numerical!models.!Whilst! existing!





Studies! have! shown! that! coupled! oceanUatmosphere! models! are! better! able! to!
simulate! mesoscale! variability! than! uncoupled! models! (McClean! et! al.,! 2011;!
Putrashan!et!al.,!2015;!Chen!et!al.,!2016;!Renault!et!al.,!2016a;!Renault!et!al.,!2016b;!
Renault! et! al.,! 2017).! This! is! because! coupled! models! are! able! to! incorporate!
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important!airUsea! interactions! through! the! inclusion!of! smallUscale!processes! in! the!











caused! a! significant! reduction! in! the! energy! of! the! ocean! though! “mechanical!
dampening”.!More!recently,!current!feedback!to!the!atmosphere!has!been!shown!to!
reduce! the!work! done! by! the!wind! on! the! ocean! and! hence! the! EKE! (Hughes! and!
Wilson,! 2008;! Scott! and! Xu,! 2009;! Renault! et! al.,! 2016a;! Renault! et! al.,! 2016b;!
Renault!et!al.,!2017).!Consequently,!current!feedback!is!often!referred!to!as!an!“eddy!
killer”!(Renault!et!al.,!2016a;!Renault!et!al.,!2016b;!Renault!et!al.,!2017).!!A!study!on!







eddy! dissipation! studies! using! a! global! dataset! of! automatically! tracked! eddies! in!
combination! with! in6situ$ surface! drifter! data! and! altimetryUderived! geostrophic!















Current! using! both! HYCOM! experiments! and! then! comparing! the! results! with!





The!structure!of! this! thesis! is!as! follows.!Firstly,! the!data!and!methods!used! in!this!
study!are!discussed.!!Chapter!2!contains!a!detailed!comparison!of!the!eddy!tracking!
algorithms!used!in!this!thesis!as!well!as!the!set!up!of!the!regional!Hybrid!Coordinate!
Ocean! Model.! Thereafter,! three! results! chapters! based! on! the! objectives! of! this!
study! follow.! Each! of! these! chapters! is! written! in! a! paper! type! format! and! the!
relevant!literature!for!each!of!the!chapters!is!therefore!included!in!the!introduction!






















by! Dudley! Chelton! and! Michael! Schlax! (described! in! Chelton! et! al.,! 2011! and!
hereafter!referred!to!as!C11).!It!enables!a!quantitative!investigation!of!the!dynamics!
of! source! region! eddies,! from! the! time! they! form! until! they! dissipate.! However,!
many!existing!numerical!models! are!unable! to! accurately! capture! eddy!dissipation!
processes,!impacting!our!understanding!of!the!Agulhas!Current.!!
!





Halo! et! al.! (2014a)! (hereafter! referred! to! as! H14)! to! understand! the! differences!





The! first! algorithm! for! tracking! eddies! in! altimeter! data! was! developed! by! IsernU!
Fontanet! et! al.! (2003)! and! identified! eddies! by! calculating! the! OkuboUWeiss!
parameter! (!)! (Okubo,! 1970;!Weiss,! 1991)! and! selecting! areas!where! the! flow! is!
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dominated! by! vorticity! (! !is! negative).!! !is! defined! by! the! following! set! of!
equations,! where! !!! !is! the! normal! component! of! the! strain,! !! !is! the! shear!
component! of! the! strain! and! ξ! is! the! relative! vorticity.!! !and!!!are! the! velocity!
components!in!the!!!and!!!directions.!!
!! = !! + !!! − !2!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.1)!!!! = ! !"!" − !"!"!!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.2)!!! = ! !"!" + !!"!"!!!!!!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.3)!! = ! !"!! − !!"!"!!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.4)!
!
Many! Ubased!algorithms!have!since!been!developed! (IsernUFontanet!et!al.,!2004;!
IsernUFontanet! et! al.,! 2006a;! IsernUFontanet! et! al.,! 2006b;! Penven! et! al.,! 2005;!
Chelton!et!al.,!2007).!Chelton!et!al.!(2011)!however,!observed!three!major!problems!
with! this! method.! Firstly,! this! method! requires! a! threshold! value! of! !to! be! set.!!
Because!there!is!no!suitable!value!that!can!be!used!for!the!global!ocean,!too!few!or!
too! many! eddies! might! be! tracked.! Secondly,! !is! calculated! from! the! second!
derivative!of!sea!surface!height!(SSH).!Each!differentiation!of!SSH!increases!the!noise!
in! the! SSH! field! and! can! intensify! tracking! errors! in! the! algorithms! (Chelton! et! al.,!
2011;! Halo! et! al.,! 2014a).! Lastly,! Chelton! et! al.,! (2011)! realised! that! the! closed! !








days! and! has! a! 0.25°! resolution! (Chelton! et! al.,! 2011).! The! C11! eddyUtracking!
algorithm!defines! eddies! as! having! an! amplitude!of! at! least! 1cm,! and! in! each! SSH!




detected!eddy!equal! to!625!000!km2)!with! the!distance!between! connected!pixels!
being!less!than!a!specified!amount!which!is!dependent!on!the!eddies’!latitude.!SSH!
must! fall! between! U100cm! and! +100cm.! For! antiUcyclonic! eddies,! which! have! a!
positive! sea! level! anomaly! (SLA),! the! SSH! threshold! of! the! pixels!must! be! greater!
than!U100cm!with!a!local!SSH!maximum!(Chelton!et!al.,!2011).!A!cyclonic!eddy!would!
have! a! negative! SLA! and! is! therefore! defined! as! having! a! SSH! threshold! less! than!
100cm,!with! a! local! SSH!minimum! (Chelton!et! al.,! 2011).!One!downfall! of! the!C11!





the! C11! algorithm! (Chelton! et! al.,! 2011).! The! other! two! algorithms! analysed! by!
Escudier!et!al.!(2016)!include!the!H14!method,!which!is!investigated!in!this!chapter,!
and!the!method!developed!by!Necioli!et!al.!(2010).!The!Necioli!et!al.!(2010)!method!
uses! the! geometry! of! surface! velocity! vectors! to! detect! eddies,! whereby! the!




Figure! 2.1:! Sea! level! anomaly! data! (shading)! with! the! shapes! of! eddies! tracked! by! three! different!
eddyUtracking!algorithms!overlaid! in!coloured! lines.!The! !CHE11!eddies!(C11!eddies)!are!shown!with!
red! lines,!HAL13! eddies! (H14! eddies)! ! are! shown!by! green! circles! and! the!NEN10! ! eddies! (Nencioli!
eddies)!are!shown!by!yellow!lines.!!(Source:!Escudier!et!al.,!2016).!!
!
Once!an!eddy! is! identified,! the!algorithm!calculates!different!properties!associated!
with! the! eddy! at! 7−day! intervals.! These! include! their! longitude! and! latitude!
positions,! the! directions! of! rotation,! the! amplitudes,! radii! and! circumUaveraged!
speeds.!This!distance!is!dependent!on!latitude!and!needs!to!be!less!than!400!km!for!






The! second! eddyUtracking! algorithm! used! in! this! study! was! developed! by! Pierrick!
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Penven.!It!is!best!described!by!Halo!et!al.!(2014a)!but!follows!the!method!originally!
proposed! by! Penven! et! al.! (2005),! and! is! able! to! detect! if! an! eddy! is! present! in!
successive! frames.! The! H14! algorithm! uses! a! combination! of! both! the! geometric!
method! (the! closed! SSH! contours)! and! the! Ubased! method! to! track! mesoscale!
eddies.! Combining! the! regions! where!! !was! negative,! along! with! closed! SSH!
contours,! prevented! the! detection! of! multiple! cores! and! elongated! closed! loops!
(Halo!et!al.,!2014a).!!
!
Halo! et! al.! (2014a)! noted! that! the! !Ubased! method! is! very! sensitive! and! eddyU
tracking! methods! based! on! geometric! criteria! are! easier.! The! geometric! method,!
however,! requires! certain! thresholds! and! requirements! to! be!met! based! on! eddy!








In! order! to! create! the!most! accurate! comparison!possible!with! the!C11! algorithm,!





Where!possible,! the!criteria!were! set! to!match! the!C11!eddyUtracking!algorithm!as!
accurately! as! possible.! Two! passes! of! the! Hanning! filter! were! applied! to! the! W!
Parameter! to! help! eliminate! gridUscale! noise,! the! effect! of! which! can! be! seen! in!
Figure!2!of!the!study!by!Halo!et!al.!(2014a).!Regions!inside!a!closed!loop!of!SSH!which!















and! 31! −! 35°! E! were! considered,! which! is! the! approximate! location! where! the!
Agulhas! Current! becomes!well! defined! (Grundlingh,! 1983;! Lutjerharms,! 2006).! The!
data!were!further!reduced!by!separating!cyclonic!eddies!from!antiUcyclonic!eddies!in!
order! to!observe! the!abundance!of!dipole!eddy!pairs! (Table!2.1).! These! subsets!of!
data!were!used!for!the!remainder!of!the!comparison.!
!
To! illustrate! how! ocean! eddies! evolve! upon! reaching! the! Agulhas! Current! in! the!
different! eddyUtracking! algorithms,! the! formation! and! termination! positions! of! all!
cyclonic! and! antiUcyclonic! eddies! passing! through! the! black! box! (Figures! 2.2a! and!
2.2b)! were! overlaid! on! the! mean! geostrophic! current! derived! from! altimetry!
observations.!AVISO!MADT!was!used!to!calculate!the!mean!for!the!period!of!October!
1992!until!April!2012! (Figures!2.2a!and!2.2b).!Histograms!were!used! to!display! the!
most! dominant! latitudes! and! longitudes! for! eddy! formation! and! dissipation! in! the!
different!algorithms.!!
!
To! compare! the! lifespans!of! the!eddies! tracked!by! the!C11!and!H14!eddyUtracking!
algorithms,! the! frequencies! of! both! cyclonic! and! antiUcyclonic! lifespans! were!






The! subsets! of! data! were! used! in! Figures! 2.6! and! 2.7! to! observe! any! differences!
between!the!eddy!amplitudes!and!radii!calculated!by!the!C11!and!H14!methods.!This!








An! investigation! of! the! C11! and! H14! eddyUtracking! algorithms,! in! the! region! 28! −!
29.5°! S! and! 31! −! 35°! E,! showed! that! on! average! the! C11! algorithm! detected! 6.9!
eddies! per! year! in! comparison! to! the! 6.0! eddies! tracked! annually! by! the! H14!
algorithm!(Table!1).!Out!of!the!132!eddies!tracked!using!C11!method,!46%!were!antiU!


















eddies! forming!much! closer! to! the!Agulhas!Current! in! contrast! to!C11!eddies.! The!
histograms!in!Figure!2.2!show!the!dominant!region!of!formation!in!the!C11!algorithm!





Further! investigation! into! the! formation! and! dissipation! times! of! individual! eddies!
revealed!that!eddies!tracked!by!the!H14!algorithm!have!a!shorter!lifespan!than!C11!
eddies,!with! over! 80%! of! eddies! having! a! lifetime! of! 4! U! 12!weeks! (Figure! 2.3).! In!
contrast,!only!32%!of!eddies!tracked!by!C11!have!a!life!span!of!4!U!12!weeks!(Figure!
2.3).! Eddies! tracked! by! C11! can! have! a! life! span! of! up! to! 60!weeks,!where! as! the!
longest!lifespan!of!a!H14!eddy!is!28!weeks.!The!mean!lifespan!of!a!C11!eddy!is!19!±!
12!weeks,!compared!to!the!mean!lifespan!of!a!H14!eddy!which! is!8!±!5!weeks.!For!





















the! H14! eddies.! In! Chapter! 3! it! will! be! shown! that! the! C11! algorithm! is! not!
completely! accurate!because!of! erroneous! changes! in! eddy! identification!numbers!
and!eddies!did! in! fact!exist! for! longer! than! they!were! tracked!by! the!algorithm.! In!
these!examples!however,!the!C11!algorithm!is!shown!to!track!eddies!for!longer!than!
the!H14!algorithm.! In! the! first!example! (Figure!2.4)! the!C11!algorithm!was!able! to!




The! second! example! yielded! a! very! similar! result! (Figure! 2.5).! The! C11! algorithm!
tracked! an! eddy! from! south!of!Madagascar! across! the!Mozambique!Channel! from!



















































































In! this! study,! the! properties! of! eddies,! occurring! between! 1993! and! 2012,! and!
propagating! through! the! region! of! 28! −! 29.5°! S! and! 31! −! 35°! E! (the! approximate!
location!where! the! Agulhas! Current! begins)! were! analysed! using! the! C11! and! the!
H14!eddyUtracking!algorithms.!A!comparison!showed!more!C11!eddies!moving! into!
the!source!region!of!the!Agulhas!Current!than!the!H14!algorithm,!with!an!average!of!
6.85!C11!eddies! tracked!annually! in! contrast! to! the!5.97!eddies.yearU1! detected!by!
the!H14! algorithm! (Table! 2.1).! Both! algorithms! cease! to! track! eddies! shortly! after!
they!propagate! into! the!Agulhas!Current,!accurately!capturing! the!eddy!dissipation!
described!in!Chapter!3!(Figure!2.2).!The!most!frequent!region!for!eddy!dissipation!is!
the!same!for!both!algorithms!at!29°!S,!34°!E.!This!location!is!within!the!region!of!the!
subsets! of! data,! suggesting! that! the! Agulhas! Current! strongly! influences! eddy!






Although! the! trajectories!of! the!H14!eddies!are!much!shorter! than! the!C11!eddies!
(Figures!2.4!and!2.5),!both!algorithms!show!that!eddies!dissipate!as!they!propagate!
into! the!Agulhas! Current.! The!differences! in! the! results! of! the!C11! and!H14!eddyU
tracking!algorithms!are!a! result!of! the!differences! in! the!selection!criteria! for!eddy!
identification.! Whilst! both! eddyUtracking! algorithms! similarly! use! closed! SSH!
contours! to! detect! eddies,! the! H14! eddies! are! also! selected! by! calculating! the!






One! possible! explanation! for! the! shorter! eddy! lifespans! of! the! H14! eddies! is! the!
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difference! in! size! between! the! eddies.! Previous! studies! have! shown! that! smaller!
eddies!tend!to!have!shorter! lifespans!(Chelton!et!al.,!2011;!Halo!et!al.,!2014a).!The!
tracked!C11!eddies!are!larger!than!the!H14!eddies!by!up!to!90!km!in!radius,!with!the!
maximum! sizes! of! C11! eddies! reaching! approximately! 100! –! 160! km! (Figure! 2.6a).!
The!H14!eddies!reach!a!maximum!radius!of!approximately!70!–!100!km!(Figure!2.6b).!
These! results! compare! favourably!with! a! study!by! Escudier! et! al.,! (2016),!where! it!
was!noted!that!the!C11!algorithm!tracked!larger!eddies!than!the!H14!algorithm.!This!
is! due! to! differences! in! the! surface! shape! detection! of! eddies! between! the!














the! algorithms! in! tracking! eddies! using! satellite! altimetry! data,! we! will! be! better!
equipped! to! understand! the! capabilities! of! the! H14! algorithm! to! track! eddies! in!





The! Hybrid! Coordinate! Ocean! Model! (HYCOM)! used! in! this! study! is! a! primitive!
equation!model!derived!from!the!Miami!Isopycnal!Coordinate!Model!(Griffies!et!al.,!
2000).! It! uses! a! combination! of! isopycnic! vertical! coUordinates! (ρ)! in! the! stratified!
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contingent! on! the! dominant! processes! at! each! timeUstep,! in! every! layer! of! the!
simulation!(Bleck,!2002).!The!minimum!and!maximum!layer!thickness!for!transition!
to!zUlevels!are!3!m!and!450!m,!respectively!(Backeberg!et!al.,!2014).!HYCOM!is!able!

























is! 30! km! (Chelton! et! al.,! 1998).! The! nested! model! is! therefore! considered! to! be!
sufficient! to! resolve! mesoscale! eddies! in! the! region! (Backeberg! et! al.,! 2008;!
Backeberg!et!al.,! 2009;!Backeberg!et!al.,! 2014).!AGULHAS! is!nested!within!a! larger!
basin!scale!model!(INDIA)!that!spans!the!Indian!and!Southern!Ocean!at!a!resolution!
which! ranges! from! 14! km! in! the! northern! region! of! the! Indian! Ocean! to! 45! km!
further!south!(Figure!2.9)!(George!et!al.,!2010).!Both!models!were!developed!using!a!
conformal!mapping!tool!(Bentsen!et!al.,!1999).!Both!the!inner!and!outer!model!have!




INDIA! contributes!unassimilated!boundary! conditions! to! the!nested!model! every!6!
hours! (Backeberg,! 2010;! de! Vos! et! al.,! 2018).! There! is! a! 20! grid! cell! buffer! zone!
between! the! AGULHAS! and! INDIA!models,! towards!which! slow! changing! variables!














INDIA! is! initialised! from!Levitus! climatology!and! spun!up! for! 10! years!using!ERA40!
and! ERAUinterim! forcing,! which! is! produced! by! the! European! Centre! for!MediumU
Range!Weather!Forecasts!(ECMWF)!!(Dee!et!al.,!2011).!The!nested!AGULHAS!model!
is! then! initialised! from! the! balanced! field! of! INDIA! model! interpolated! onto! the!
higher! resolution! grid! (Backeberg! et! al.,! 2014).! Both!models! are! run! using! ERA40!
atmospheric! forcing! from!1980! to!1992,! thereafter! ERAUinterim! is!used!until! 2013.!
Bias! corrections! schemes!have!been! applied! to! the! some!of! the! ERAUinterim!data,!
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previously! prepared! for! ERA40! and! a! bias! correction! procedures! are! applied! for!
surface!pressure!and!radiosonde!temperature!observations! ! (Dee!et!al.,!2011).!The!
ERAUinterim!product!has!a!0.7!km!spatial!resolution!and!provides!a!large!variety!of!3!





used! to! calculate! the! momentum! and! heat! fluxes! respectively.! ! The! hydrological!
model:! Total! Runoff! Integrating! Pathways! (TRIP),!which! receives! river! runUoff! data!
from! ERAUinterim,! is! used! to! determine! monthly! river! discharges! from! major!
catchment!areas!and!their!associated!river!channels!at!a!1°!x!1°!resolution!(Oki!and!
Sud,! 1998).! The! relaxation! of! surface! salinity,! towards!monthly! climatologies! from!











2009;! Backeberg! et! al.,! 2014).! Whilst! a! study! by! Backeberg! et! al.! (2009)!
demonstrated!a!marked!improvement!in!the!representation!of!the!Agulhas!Current!
by!using! a! fourth!order!momentum!advection! scheme,! the! fourth!order! advection!
scheme!is!not!completely!functional!in!version!2.2!of!HYCOM!and!could!not!be!used!
in!this!study.!Backeberg!et!al.!(2014)!showed!that!the!mean!circulation!is!significantly!
improved! in! version! 2.2! of! HYCOM! using! the! second! order!momentum! advection!
scheme.! The! second!order!momentum!advection! scheme! is! therefore! used! in! this!
model.!The!vertical!mixing!scheme!used!in!HYCOM!is!the!KUProfile!Parameterisation!
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Two! experiments! are! used! in! this! study.! Both! of! the! simulations! run! for! 21! years,!
from! January!1993!until!December!2013.! The! first! simulation!experiment! is! forced!





calculation! is!determined! from!wind!velocity!only.! In! this!model,! the!wind!stress! is!
calculated!using!the!equations!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! = !!" ! + !!" !! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.6)!
!!! = !!"#!!!!!"! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.7)!
!!! = !!"#!!!!!"! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.8)!
!









! = !!" − !!"#$% ! + !!" − !!"#$% !! ! ! ! ! (2.9)!
!!! = !!!"#!!! !!" − !!"#$% ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.10)!
!!! = !!!"#!!! !!" − !!"#$% ! ! ! ! ! ! (2.11)!
! ! ! ! ! ! !





of! the! surface! currents,! the! experiment! forced! with! absolute! winds! would! either!
over! estimate! or! under! estimate! the!wind! stress! on! the! ocean! (Middleton,! 2015).!!
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Variability! in! the!northern!Agulhas!Current! is! influenced!by!both!cyclonic!and!antiU
cyclonic!mesoscale!eddies,!originating!from!the!Mozambique!Channel!and!south!of!
Madagascar! (hereafter! referred! to! as! source! region! eddies)! and! which! propagate!
towards!the!offshore!edge!of!the!Agulhas!Current!(Schouten!et!al.,!2002;!Harlander!
et!al.,!2009;!Backeberg!and!Reason,!2010;!Collins!et!al.,!2014).!!Past!studies!focused!












The! mesoscale! eddy! circulation! in! the! Mozambique! Channel! and! south! of!
Madagascar! is! complex,! and! both! cyclonic! and! antiUcyclonic! eddies! regularly!
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propagate! from! these! source! regions! towards! the! Agulhas! Current.! However,! the!
mechanisms!for!eddy!entrainment!and!their!dissipation!in!the!Agulhas!Current!is!not!
well! understood.! The! region! is! poorly! observed! and! numerical! models! tend! to!
exaggerate!the!frequency!and!scales!of!eddies!approaching!the!Agulhas!Current.!This!
is! further! evident! by! the! eddy! kinetic! energy! (EKE)! distribution! of! eddy! resolving!
models!(Backeberg!et!al.,!2014;!Durgadoo!et!al.,!2013;!Loveday!et!al.,!2014),!where!
higher! levels! of! EKE! ! have! been! observed! further! from! the! coast! than! satellite!
altimetry!observations!suggest!(Penven!et!al.,!2006;!Biastoch!et!al.,!2008).!
!
Globally,!western!boundary! currents!are!known! to!be! sinks! for!oceanUeddy!energy!
(Zhai!et!al.,!2010),!and!conventionally,!antiUcyclonic!and!cyclonic!eddies! interacting!
with!a!wall!are!known!to!propagate!poleward!and!equatorward,!respectively,!along!a!
continental! shelf! (Shi! and! Nof,! 1993;! Shi! and! Nof,! 1994).! These! studies! did! not,!
however! account! for! the!presence!of! a!western!boundary! current.!A! study!by!Nof!
(1999)!shows!that!as!an!eddy!interacts!with!a!meridional!boundary!wall,! it!remains!
almost!stationary!and!gradually!dissipates!as!a!result!of!an!equatorward!leakage!of!
water! from!the!eddy!until! it! can!no! longer!be!defined!as!an!eddy.!Nof! (1999)!also!
highlight! that! an!eddy!propagating! towards! such!a!boundary! loses!one! third!of! its!




the! case! of! deep! ocean! eddies! interacting! with! a! western! boundary! current,! the!
eddyUtopography! interaction! is! relatively! small,! as! the! western! boundary! current!
present!a!significant!barrier!through!which!the!eddies!need!to!break!in!order!to!feel!
the! bathymetry.! Figure! 3.4! suggests! that! eddies! passing! through! the! region! 28°! −!
29.5°!S!and!31°!−!35°!E!have!dissipated!at!32.9°!E,!before!reaching!the!landward!side!of!
the! core! of! the! current! which! is! at! 32.2°! E.! Frequent! interactions! between! deep!
oceanic! eddies! and! the! northern! region! of! the!Agulhas! Current!make! this! area! an!

























2003.! It! was! found! that! 41.7%! of! eddies! used! in! this! study! were! not! correctly!
tracked.!Of!these!eddies,!41.8%!were!found!to!dissipate!too!early!as!a!result!of!an!
erroneous! change! in! the! eddy! identification! numbers.! ! As! this! could! impact! the!
outcome! of! our! study,! the! eddyUtracking! dataset! used! in! this! study! has! been!
thoroughly! visually! checked! against! the! AVISO! Sea! Level! Anomaly! fields.! Where!
necessary,! eddy! trajectories! have! been! merged! to! correct! eddy! formation! and!
termination! points,! when! the! algorithm! incorrectly! identified! new! eddies.! ! The!
results!and!conclusions!of!this!study!are!based!on!this!corrected!data!set.!
!
Eddy!parameters! used! in! this! study!were!determined! from!altimetry! data! ─!which!
are!known!to!have! limitations!near! the!coast! (Bouffard!et!al.,!2010;!Chelton!et!al.,!
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502011).! Hence,! to! further! validate! the! accuracy! of! eddy! characteristics! in! the!
northern!Agulhas!Current!where! the!current! flows!close! to! the!coastline,! the!eddy!
termination! sites! were! compared! to! in6situ$ surface! drifter! observations! from! the!
Global! Drifter! Programme! (GDP)! (Figure! 3.4).! Nine! drogued! drifters! which! were!











are! shown! in! Figure! 3.5.! To! illustrate! the! mechanism! through! which! eddies! are!












































































offshore!position!and!velocity!of! the!Agulhas!Current!along! the! transect!extending!
between! 30.0°! −! 32.4°! S! and! 30.95°! −! 34.4°! E! (see! black! line! in! Figure! 3.3)! is!
determined!using!the!method!described!in!Krug!et!al.!(2014).!The!resultant!offshore!
position! and! current! velocity! anomaly! time! series! are! shown! in! Figure! 3.7.!
Observations! in! the!altimetry!data!where!cyclonic!and!antiUcyclonic!eddies! interact!
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with! the! Agulhas! Current! are! represented! by! the! blue! and! red! vertical! lines!
respectively.! Events! in! which! an! eddy! interacted! with! the! Agulhas! Current! were!
defined! as! the! minimum! distance! between! the! eddy’s! edge! and! the! concurrent!
position! of! the! current.! ! In! this! study,! an! eddy! is! considered! to! interact! with! the!








A! wavelet! analysis! was! performed! on! the! time! series! of! Agulhas! Current! core!
velocities!extracted!from!the!AVISO!MADT!data! if! there!was!any!seasonality!to!the!
velocity! of! the!Agulhas! Current! and! is! shown! in! Figure! 3.8.! The!method! used!was!
initially! developed! by! Torrence! and! Compo! (1998)! (available! online! at!
http://paos.colorado.edu/research/wavelets/),! with! the! bias! of! their! method!
corrected! by! Liu! et! al.! (2007).! The! chiU! squared! method! was! used! to! calculate!
significance.! Previously,! wavelet! analyses! of! the! Agulhas! Current! core! have! been!
carried!out!further!south!in!the!Agulhas!Current!(Krug!et!al.,!2012).!!In!this!way,!it!is!
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also!possible! to!ensure! that! the! composite!analysis! that! follows! is!not!biased!by!a!
potential!seasonal!variability.!
!




weeks! following! the!eddy–current! interaction!events! calculated! for!weeks!1! and!3!
(antiUcyclonic! eddy! interaction,! Figures! 3.9(a2,! a3))! and! as! a! result! of! slower!








trajectories! very! quickly! become! linear! indicating! their! entrainment! into! the! fast!
flowing! Agulhas! Current.! The! position! of! the! eddy! termination! sites! for! eddies!
moving!through!the!same!region!(red!x’s,!Figure!3.4b)!shows!that!eddies!forming!in!
the! Mozambique! Channel! and! south! of! Madagascar! (blue! circles)! are! no! longer!
tracked,! shortly! after! arriving!at! the!Agulhas!Current!─!providing!evidence!of!eddy!
dissipation.!This!also! indicates! that! the!eddy!characteristics!dataset! (Chelton!et!al.,!





Figure! 3.4:! a)! The! trajectories! of! surface! drifters! (colour)! passing! through! the! black! box! between!




Considering! all! eddies! that! pass! through! the! black! box! between! 1992! and! 2012!
(Figure! 3.4a),! it! is! evident! that! those! arriving! at! the! Agulhas! Current! originate!
predominantly! from! the! Mozambique! Channel! and! the! South! East! Madagascar!
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study.!Although!more!eddies!are!captured! in!a!bigger!box,! it! is! still! found! that! the!
eddies! still! dissipate! upon! approaching! the! Agulhas! Current! further! south.!
Additionally,!a!larger!box!also!captured!eddies!that!did!not!interact!with!the!Agulhas!
Current!–!many!of! these!eddies!propagate! southwestward!before!dissipating!upon!








The! dissipation! of! eddies! upon! approaching! the! Agulhas! Current! is! evident! in! the!
mean!zonal!geostrophic!velocity!profile,! the!zonal!mean!eddy!amplitudes!and!radii!
from! 31°! to! 35°! E! (Figure! 3.5).! Eddies! decrease! in! amplitude! and! radius! upon!
approaching! the! Agulhas! Current! between! 28°! and! 29.5°! S.! They! reach! their!
minimum! dimensions! at! around! 33°! E! where! Agulhas! Current! velocities! are!
approximately! 45! cm.sU1.! Between!35°! E! and! 33°! E,! the!mean! radius! of! the! eddies!
decreases!from!98!±!23!km!to!65!±!10!km!and!the!mean!amplitude!of!decreases!from!
21! ±! 12! cm! to! 8! ±! 6! cm.! The! mean! decrease! in! amplitude! and! radii! is! most!
pronounced! when! eddies! are! within! ±! 100! km! proximity! of! the! Agulhas! Current.!
These! results! suggest! that! eddies! dissipate! upon! approaching! the!Agulhas! Current!






Figure! 3.5:! The! meridional! mean! of! 28°! −! 29.5! S°! and! standard! deviation! of! the! radii! (red)! and!
amplitudes!(blue)!of!eddies!as!they!approach!the!Agulhas!Current!meridional!mean!of!28°!−!29.5!S°!





geostrophic! currents! (Figure! 3.6).! Figure! 3.6(a)! shows! an! antiUcyclonic! eddy!






al.,! 2010)! which! show! western! boundary! currents! to! be! eddy! energy! sinks.! An!
investigation! into! the! influence! of! all! eddies! on! the! velocities! and! position! of! the!
Agulhas!Current!core!was!also!undertaken!for!the!transect!30°!S,!30.95°!E!to!32.4°!S,!
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34.4°! E! (Figure! 3.9)! by! tracking! the! maximum! current! velocity! and! its! offshore!
position!(red!vertical!lines!in!Figure!3.7).!The!time!mean!satelliteUderived!geostrophic!
current!velocity!and!distance!offshore!at!this!latitude!was!found!to!be!0.91!m.sU1!and!





their!caseUstudy!was!much! further!south!of! the! transect!30°!S,!30.95°!E! to!32.4°!S,!
34.4°! E,! and! was! caused! by! an! eddy! that! did! not! propagate! within! 50! km! of! the!




cyclonic! (cyclonic)! eddies! through! the! gradual! equatorward! (poleward)! leakage! of!
water! resulting! from!eddy! interactions!with! a! boundary! (Shi! and!Nof,! 1993,! 1994;!
Nof,!1999).! It! is!also!assumed!that!any!leakage!from!the!eddies! in!this!study!would!
be! swept!poleward,!by! the!Agulhas!Current.!Associated!with! this! entrainment! and!
dissipation! is! a! momentum! transfer! whereby! velocities! of! the! Current! appear! to!
increase.! This! is! in! agreement!with! the! suggestion!by! Tsugawa!and!Hasumi! (2010)!
that!the!Agulhas!Current!speed!increases!is!due!to!the!transfer!of!barotropic!energy!
from!the!antiUcyclonic!eddies.!The!equatorward!flow!component!of!the!eddy!can!be!






Figure! 3.6:! Stages! of! dissipation! of! a)! an! antiUcyclonic! eddy! and! b)! a! cyclonic! eddy! shown! by!






offshore! shift! to!145!±!85!km! from!the!coast.! !All!of! the!mean!changes!associated!
with! antiUcyclonic! and! cyclonic! eddies! observed! here! are! significant! at! the! 95%!
confidence!interval!using!a!student!tUtest.!Similarly,!examination!of!individual!eddyU
current! interactions! shows! the! leading! equatorward! flow! of! a! cyclonic! eddy! to!
become!weaker!as!it!approaches!the!Agulhas!Current.!This!is!likely!due!to!horizontal!
shear! of! the! opposing! flow.! In! Figure! 3.6(b2),! the! interaction! of! a! cyclonic! eddy!
entering!the!Agulhas!Current!appears!to!result!in!a!formation!of!a!cyclonic!meander!
at! 30°! S,! which! dissipates! within! 2! weeks.! Overall! the! Agulhas! Current! velocity!
appears!to!have!reduced!by!almost!30!cm.sU1!following!the!entrainment!of!a!cyclonic!
eddy.! Observations! of! these! interactions! frequently! showed! the! formation! of!











to!be!any!significant!seasonality! to!the!arrival!of! the!tracked!eddies!at! the!Agulhas!
Current! (from! Figure! 3.7).! There! is! a! peak! at! the! annual! cycle,! however! it! is! not!
statistically! significant.! ! The! wavelet! analysis! shows! that! eddies! cause! a! band! of!
statistically! significant! variability! in! the! Agulhas! Current!with! a! repeat! period! of! 6!
weeks!to!6!months!(2!−!8!times!per!year)!in!agreement!with!the!documented!Natal!
Pulse! and! source! region! eddy! frequencies! (Lutjeharms! and!Roberts,! 1988;! Rouault!
and!Penven,!2011).!These!results!are! in!accordance!with!a!study!on!the!South!East!







of! the!Agulhas!Current!core! from!the!coast! (grey)!and!cyclonic! (blue)!and!antiUcyclonic! (red)!eddies!
interacting!with!the!Agulhas!Current!core!from!a)!1992!−!1997,!b)!1997!−!2002,!c)!2002!−!2007!and!d)!
2007!−! 2012.! The!position!of! 0! velocity! anomaly! is! shown! (black!dotted! line),! as!well! as! the!mean!
distance!of!the!Agulhas!Current!core!from!the!coast!(grey!dotted!line).!!
!
The! composite! analysis! of! eddyUcurrent! interaction! events! in! Figure! 3.9! shows! the!
mean! effect! of! antiUcyclonic! and! cyclonic! eddies! on! the! Agulhas! Current! (Figures!
3.9(a1)! and! 3.9(b1)! respectively).! A! consistent! increase! in! the! current! velocity! is!
noticeable!when!an!antiUcyclonic!eddy! interacts!with! the!Agulhas!Current!with! the!
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positive! anomaly! propagating! downstream! to! about! 26°! E,! 35°! S! at! a! rate! of! 44!
km.dayU1!!(Figures!3.9(a2),!3.9(a3)),!where!after!the!signal!is!lost.!For!cyclonic!eddyU
current! interaction! events,! the! mean! velocity! core! of! the! Agulhas! Current!
consistently!decreases!close!to!the!coast!but!has!a!strong!positive!velocity!anomaly!
on!the!offshore!edge!of!the!current.!The!composite!map!(Figure!3.9(b1))!shows!that!
a! larger! antiUcyclonic! eddy! lies! to! the! northeast! of! the! smaller! cyclonic! eddy!
indicating!the!consistent!presence!of!dipole!eddy!pairs!during!cyclonic!eddyUcurrent!












Figure! 3.9:! a1)! The! mean! velocity! anomaly! of! the! Agulhas! Current! when! an! antiUcyclonic! eddy! is!
present!based!on!61!antiUcyclonic!eddies!detected!from!1992!−!2012!and!a2)!the!resulting!effect!on!









Using! a! combination! of! an! eddy! tracking! dataset! with! in6situ$ surface! drifter!
observations! and! altimetryUderived! geostrophic! currents,! it! has! been! shown! that!
both! cyclonic! and! antiUcyclonic! source! eddies! dissipate! upon! approaching! the!
Agulhas!Current.!On!average!the!eddy!dissipation!process!commences!when!eddies!
are! within! ±! 100! km! of! the! Agulhas! Current.! Their! entrainment! into! the! Agulhas!
Current! affects! its! mean! velocity! and! offshore! position! through! a! transfer! of!
momentum,! with! antiUcyclonic! eddies! consistently! increasing! the! Agulhas! Current!
velocity!by!0.16!±!0.17!m.sU1.!In!contrast,!entrainment!of!cyclonic!eddies!results!in!a!
decrease! in!velocity!by!0.13!±!0.16!m.sU1! and! shifts! the!current!up! to!145!±!85!km!




is! poorly! represented! in! many! numerical! models! (e.g.! Backeberg! et! al.,! 2014;!
Durgadoo!et!al.,!2013;!Loveday!et!al.,!2014).!In!these!models,!eddies!propagate!from!
the!source!regions!to!the!Agulhas!retroflection!as!a!train!of!successive!eddies.!This!
suggests! that! energy! dissipation! processes! affecting! the! variability! of! the! Agulhas!
Current!are!not!adequately!resolved!in!numerical!models!and!may!result!in!incorrect!
estimates! of! the! transport! associated! with! the! Agulhas! Leakage.! Consequently,!
inaccurate!parameterization!of! these!models,! through!poor!representation!of!eddy!
entrainment!processes,!may!have!further! implications!on!the! links!between!source!
region! eddies! and! mesoscale! variability! within! in! the! Agulhas! Current,! its!











In! Chapter! 3,! it! was! shown! that! both! cyclonic! and! antiUcyclonic! eddies! from! the!
Mozambique! Channel! and! south! of! Madagascar! dissipate! as! they! approach! the!
Agulhas!Current!and!are!able! to! significantly! influence! the!velocity!and!position!of!
the!Agulhas!Current!core.!Whilst!existing!numerical!models!are!successfully!able!to!
capture! many! aspects! of! the! Agulhas! Current,! they! tend! to! overestimate! or!
underestimate! the! frequency! and! size! of! the! source! region! eddies! and! associated!
eddy! kinetic! energy! (EKE)! levels! (Backeberg! et! al.,! 2014;! Durgadoo! et! al.,! 2013;!
Loveday!et!al.,!2014).!Many!numerical!model!configurations,!at!a!range!of!horizontal!
resolutions,! face! problems! in! simulating! the! mesoscale! dynamics! accurately;!
including!the!Fine!Resolution!Antarctic!Model!(FRAM)!(Lutjeharms!and!Webb,!1995);!
the!Parallel!Ocean!Program! (POP)!model! (Maltrud!and!McClean,! 2005);! the!Ocean!
General! Circulation! Model! (OGCM)! for! the! Earth! Simulator! (OFES)! (Sasaki! et! al.,!
2004);! DRAKKAR,! OCCAM! and! CLIPPER! (Barnier! et! al.,! 2006);! the! Naval! Research!




(NEMO)!model! (Durgadoo! et! al.,! 2013).! The! observed! eddy! dissipation! process! of!
source! region! eddies! as! they! approach! the! Agulhas! Current,! described! in! the!
previous!chapter,! is!also!poorly!represented! in!numerical!models! (Backeberg!et!al.,!
2008;!Backeberg!et!al.,!2014;!Durgadoo!et!al.,!2013;!Loveday!et!al.,!2014).!!In!these!


































Studies! have! shown! that! coupled! oceanUatmosphere! models! are! better! able! to!
simulate! mesoscale! variability! than! uncoupled! models! (McClean! et! al.,! 2011;!
Putrashan!et!al.,!2015;!Chen!et!al.,!2016;!Renault!et!al.,!2016a;!Renault!et!al.,!2016b;!
Renault! et! al.,! 2017).! This! is! because! coupled! models! are! able! to! incorporate!
important!airUsea! interactions! through! the! inclusion!of! smallUscale!processes! in! the!







Although! thermal! feedback! is! not! the! focus! of! this! investigation,!most! studies! on!
oceanUatmosphere! feedback! tend! to! focus! on! the! effects! of! SST! gradients! on!
gradients! in! the! surface!wind! and! stress! (Cornillion! and! Park! 2001;! Chelton! et! al.,!
2004;!Park!et!al.,!2006;!Chelton!et!al.,!2007;!Minobe!et!al.,!2008).!SST!feedback!has!
been!shown!to!have!an!effect!on!wind!stress!which!results!in!an!increase!in!Ekman!





oceanUatmosphere! transfer! of! energy! that! affects! the! EKE! over! the! Agulhas!
retroflection! region! (Renault! et! al.,! 2017).! The! impact! of! SST! on! wind! stress! was!
however!found!to!be!significant!in!in6situ!observations!(Rouault!et!al.,!2000;!Rouault!
et! al.,! 2003).! A! recent! study! by! Krug! et! al.! (2018)! also! revealed! that! SST! has! an!
influence! on! observed!winds,! as!well! as! the!wind! stress.! For! the! purposes! of! this!










rings! to!weaken.! ! Since! then,! several! studies! (Duhaut!and!Straub,!2006;!Dawe!and!
Thompson,!2006;!Eden!and!Dietze,!2009;!Renault!et!al.,!2016a;!Renault!et!al.,!2016b;!
Abel! et! al.,! 2017;! Renault! et! al.,! 2017)! have! shown! that! the! inclusion! of! surface!
currents! in! wind! stress! calculation! caused! a! significant! reduction! in! the! energy! of!
coupled!oceanUatmosphere!models! though!“mechanical!dampening”.!This!effect!of!
currents! on! winds! in! western! boundary! currents! has! also! been! shown! in! satellite!
data!(Kelly!et!al.,!2001;!Chelton!et!al.,!2004).!More!recently,!current!feedback!to!the!




!!" = !!! (!!!! + !!!!!)!!!!!!!!!!! ! !!!!!! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!(4.1)!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
where!!!is! the! buoyancy! and!wind! forcing! term! at! the! surface! and! !is! the!Mean!
Kinetic! Energy,!!! !is! the! mean! seawater! density,!!! ,!!! !are! the! time! mean! wind!
stress,! over! the!whole! period,! in! the! zonal! and!meridional! directions! respectively,!!!!and!!!!are!the!time!mean!surface!ocean!currents!in!the!!!and!!!directions.!
!
Consequently,! current! feedback! is!often! referred! to!as!an!“eddy!killer”! (Renault!et!
al.,! 2016a;! Renault! et! al.,! 2016b;! Renault! et! al.,! 2017).! ! Abel! et! al.! (2017)! found!





North! Atlantic! gyre! to! slow! down,! resulting! in! a! weakening! of! the! Gulf! Stream.!!
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Secondly,! the! current! feedback! caused! a! wind! stress! curl! contrary! to! the! current!










mechanical! dampening,! reduced! surface! EKE! by! 50%.! ! It! was! also! shown! that! a!
decrease!in!surface!stress!could!lead!to!an!increase!in!the!wind.!!As!in!Renault!et!al.!
(2016a)! the! geostrophic! current! feedback! caused! a! surface! stress! curl! that! was!
opposed! to! the! current! vorticity.! This! caused! energy! to! be! transferred! from! the!
current!to!the!atmosphere!and!a!decay!of!eddies! in!the!region.! ! It!was!also!shown!







!A!modelling! study!of! the!Agulhas!Current!System!by!Renault!et!al.! (2017)! showed!
two!mechanisms! for! EKE! reduction.! Firstly,! the! surface! ocean! current! feedback! to!




conversion! from!mean! kinetic! energy! to! EKE! and! a! 5%! reduction! of! the! baroclinic!





showed!an!over!estimation!of!EKE!over! the!whole!domain!by!75%!with! respect! to!
AVISO! satellite! data.! The! decrease! of! eddy! geostrophic! wind! work! is! a! major!
contributor! to! the! reduction! of! EKE! of! the! Agulhas! System! (Renault! et! al.,! 2017).!!
Eddy! wind! work! is! calculated! using! the! method! described! by! Marchesiello! et! al.!
(2003)!as!
!!!!! = !!! (!!!!!! + !!!!!!)!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!(4.2)!!!!!!!!!!
!
where!!′!and!!′!!are! the! horizontal! fluctuations! in! mean! ocean! surface! current!
velocities!in!the!!!and!!!directions!and!!!!!!and!!!!!are!fluctuations!in!wind!stress!in!
the! zonal! and! meridional! directions! respectively.! Eddy! wind! work! can! be! further!
divided! into! its! geostrophic! and! ageostrophic! components.! Eddy! geostrophic!wind!
work!can!therefore!be!defined!by!the!equation:!
!!!!!" = !!! (!!!!!!" + !!!!!!")!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(4.3)!
!
whereby! !!′!" and! !′!" are! the! horizontal! fluctuations! in! mean! ocean! surface!
geostrophic!velocities!in!the!!!and!!!directions.!!
!
It!was!noted!by!Renault!et!al.! (2017)! that! the! inclusion!of! the!entire! Indian!Ocean!
Gyre!into!their!domain!would!have!further!reduced!the!wind!work!on!the!ocean,!the!
mean! circulation! speed! and! the! EKE! in! the! Agulhas! Current! region.! Renault! et! al.!
(2017)!showed!a!strong!correlation!between!eddy!wind!work!and!the!EKE!whereby!
regions!with!the!largest!EKE!lost!the!most!energy.!!The!reduction!of!EKE,!through!the!
inclusion!of!current! feedback! in! the!numerical! simulation,!enabled!a!more! realistic!




Renault! et! al.! (2016b,! 2017)! have! shown! that! current! feedback! prompts!
supplementary!Ekman!pumping,!which!enables!dampening!of!eddies! in! the!region.!
Interestingly,! these! results! are! comparable! to! the! effect! of! thermal! feedback! on!
Ekman!pumping! velocities!with! values!of! approximately! 10! cm.dayU1! (Gaube!et! al.,!
2015;! Seo! et! al.,! 2015).! The! Ekman! pumping! from! thermal! feedback! does! not,!
however,!have!an!effect!on!eddy!amplitude!but!rather!on!eddy!propagation!(Renault!
et! al.,! 2016b).! This! further!highlights! the! value!of! incorporating!oceanUatmosphere!
feedbacks!in!numerical!simulations.!!
!





by! done! by! Renault! et! al.! ! (2017),! this! study! investigates!whether! or! not! there! is!
consistency! in! the! processes! across! different! modelling! frameworks.! Although!
neither! of! the!HYCOM!simulations!models! are! coupled!oceanUatmosphere!models,!
the! effect! of! the! surface! current! on! the! wind! is! accounted! for! in! the! forcing!
(described! in! detail! in! Chapter! 2! of! this! thesis).! The! first! simulation! experiment! is!
forced! by! absolute!winds;! the! second! is! forced! by! relative!winds! (the!wind! speed!
relative! to! the!surface!current! speed).! It! is!anticipated! that! through! the!process!of!
“mechanical! dampening”,! a! reduced! EKE! would! enable! a! more! accurate!
representation!of! cyclonic!and!antiUcyclonic!eddy!dynamics! in! the! source! region!of!
the!Agulhas!Current! and! that! the! eddyUcurrent! dissipation!processes! shown! in! the!
previous!chapter!would!be!better! simulated! in! the! regional!HYCOM.! In!addition! to!
this,! a! detailed! investigation! of! the! eddy! field! in! the! source! region! of! the!Agulhas!
Current! is!undertaken.!Going!beyond!the!work!of!Renault!et!al.! (2017),!we!explore!
the!impact!of!current!feedback!on!eddy!properties!in!the!regional!HYCOM.!Previous!












The! Hybrid! Coordinate! Ocean! Model! (HYCOM)! used! in! this! study! is! described!
extensively! in! Chapter! 2! of! this! thesis.! The! regional!model! uses! a! combination! of!
isopycnic!vertical!coUordinates!in!the!stratified!open!ocean,!fixedUgrid!coUordinates!in!






INDIA! provides! boundary! conditions! to! the! nested!model! every! 6! hours.! INDIA! is!
initialized!from!Levitus!climatology!and!spun!up!for!10!years!using!ERA40!and!ERAU
interim! forcing! (Dee! et! al.,! 2011).! The! nested! model! is! then! initialized! from! the!















AVISO! Satellite! altimetry! data! produced! by! Ssalto/Duacs! and! distributed! through!
CMEMS! (available! at! http://marine.copernicus.eu/servicesUportfolio/accessUtoU
products/?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=SEALEVEL_GLO_PHY_L4_REP
_OBSERVATIONS_008_047)!were! used! extensively! in! this! study.! ! The! delayed! time!
data! are! merged! from! several! different! satellites! including! Topex/Poseidon,!
Topex/Poseidon!on!its!new!orbit,!ERSU1,!ERSU2,!JasonU1,!JasonU2,!JasonU1!on!its!new!




more! representative! of! the! truth,! data! from! the! surface! layer! of! both! model!
experiments! were! compared! to! altimetry! data.! It! is! necessary! to! note! that! the!
satellite!data!does!not!include!the!ageostrophic!components!of!the!currents!(de!Vos!
et!al.,! 2018).! Therefore,! strong!ocean! surface! currents! tend! to!be!underestimated,!
whilst!weak!ocean!surface!currents!tend!to!be!overestimated,!and!consequently!low!
(high)!EKE!levels!are!overestimated!(underestimated)!(Danielson!et!al.,!2018;!de!Vos!




shortUcoming!of! this!dataset! is! that! the! spatial! smoothing!of! the!merged!altimetry!







as!H14)!was!used! to! study! the!effects!of! the! change! in! forcing!on! the!eddies.! The!
eddyUtracking!algorithm!is!described!in!detail! in!Chapter!2,!where!it! is!compared!to!
the!eddyUtracking!dataset!of!Chelton!et!al.,! (2011)!which!was!used! in!Chapter!3! to!
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observe!eddy!dissipation!in!the!Agulhas!Current.!Although!the!lifespan!of!the!eddies!
tracked!using!the!H14!algorithm!was!typically! found!to!be!shorter! than!that!of! the!
Chelton! eddies,! both! algorithms!were! shown! in! Chapter! 2! to! successfully! capture!
eddy!dissipation!in!the!Agulhas!Current.!To!briefly!recap:!the!H14!algorithm,!which!is!
applied! to!gridded!maps!of! sea! surface!height! (SSH)! from!AVISO!and!both!HYCOM!
simulations,! combines! the! regions! where! the! OkuboUWeiss! parameter! is! negative!
(and! flow! is! thus! dominated!by! vorticity)!with! closed! SSH! contours! to! detect! both!
cyclonic!and!antiUcyclonic!eddies!(Halo!et!al.,!2014a).!!
!
It! is! important! to! note,! that! the! combined! OkuboUWeiss! /! geometric! method!
approach! used! in! the! algorithm! has! resulted! in! a!more! adaptable! algorithm,!with!
very!few!tuned!parameters.!This!facilitates!its!use!with!multiple!datasets!and!enables!
objective! comparisons! between! eddies! detected! and! tracked! in! gridded! satellite!
altimetry!data!and!numerical!ocean!models.!!The!algorithm!was!applied!to!SSH!data!
from!both!model!simulations!and!to!the!satellite!MADT!data!for!the!time!period!of!
1993−2013.! ! Once! an! eddy! is! identified,! the! H14! algorithm! calculates! its! various!
properties!at!each!time!step,!including!the!eddy’s!latitude,!longitude,!area,!vorticity,!
radius,!amplitude,!eddy! rotational! speed!and!velocity!of! the!eddy! in! the!zonal!and!
meridional! directions.! These! properties! are! then! compared! against! each! other! in!







!In! order! to! determine! whether! the! change! in! wind! forcing! causes! a! reduction! in!
energy! over! the! Agulhas! Current! system,! the! eddy! kinetic! energy! (EKE)! and!mean!





!"! = !(!!"!!!")! ,! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!(4.4)!
!
where! !′ !and! !′ !are! the! time! fluctuations! of! the! annual! mean! of! horizontal!
components!of!geostrophic!velocities!derived!from!variations!of!SSH.!
!
The! mean! kinetic! energy,! which! reflects! the! kinetic! energy! of! the! mean! flow! is!
determined!by!


















variability! in! the! region,! including! eddies! which! were! not! tracked! by! the! eddy!
tracking! algorithm.! To! better! illustrate! the! differences! between! the! models,! the!




In! order! to! analyse! how! the! change! in! EKE! from! ABS! to! REL! influences! eddy!
pathways,! the!EKE!of!both!models!with!their!corresponding!eddy!trajectories!of!all!
eddies!passing! through! the! region!32!−!50°E!and!25!−!31°!S! from!1993!−!2013!are!




Eddy!properties;! including! the! frequency!of!eddy!occurrences,!eddy! formation!and!
eddy!dissipation;!were!analysed!within!1!degree!cells.!This!same!method!was!used!to!
investigate! other! eddy! properties! including! eddy! amplitudes,! radii! and! circumU
averaged!speeds.! !A!subset!of!eddy!properties!was!investigated!for!the!region!32!−!
50°! E! and! 25! −! 31°! S,! for! which! QUQ! plots! were! created! for! AVISO,! ABS! and! REL!




















!!!! = !!!! − (!!!!!!! !!!!" + !!!!!!! !!!!" + !!!!!!! !!!!" + !!!!!!! !!!!" + !!!!!!! !!!!" + !!!!!!! !!!!"),!!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!(4.6)!
!
where!!!,!!′!and! ′!are!the!fluctuations!in!time!of!the!zonal,!meridional!and!vertical!





!!!!! = ! !!!! − !!′!′ !!!,! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!(4.7)!
!
where!!′ !is! the! fluctuation! of! seawater! density,! computed! using! the! equation!
described!by!Jackett!and!McDougall!(1995).!!!!is!the!acceleration!due!to!gravity!and!!!!is!the!reference!density!of!seawater!density.!
!









whereby! data! from! December,! January! and! February! were! used! to! produce! the!
Summer!mean;! data! from!March,!April! and!May!were!used! to! create! the!Autumn!
mean;! data! from! June,! July! and! August! for! the! Winter! mean! and! data! from!
September,!October!and!November!were!used!to!create!the!Spring!mean.!Whilst!the!
dominant!wind! is! in! a! similar! direction!over! the!whole!Agulhas!Current!domain,! it!
should! be! noted! that! the! seasonality! of! winds! varies! in! different! locations! of! the!
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Agulhas! Current! region.! Over! the! Agulhas! Current,! and! in! the! region! south! of!
Madagascar,! winds! are! strongest! in! Summer! and! tend! to! come! from! the! East.!
However,! winds! are! strongest! in! the! Mozambique! Channel! during! Winter! and! to!











in! an! overall! reduction! in! the!mean! wind! stress! in! the! relative! winds! experiment!
(REL)! compared! to! the! absolute! winds! experiment! (ABS).! ! As! expected,! the! most!
noticeable! differences! of! up! to! 0.01! N.mU2! occur! in! regions! where! mean! surface!
current! velocities! are! high! and! the! direction! of! the! winds! are! opposite! to! the!
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direction!of!the!current.!In!the!South!East!Madagascar!Current!(SEMC),!the!western!





















The! seasonal! differences! in! wind! stress! between! the! 2! simulations! is! most! easily!
observed! in! Figure! 4.5,! where! the! wind! stress! in! the! REL! simulation! has! been!
subtracted! from! the! wind! stress! in! the! ABS! simulation.! For! the! region! south! of!
Madagascar,! the! largest! differences! between! the! 2! simulations! occurs! in! Summer,!
with! changes! of! up! to! 0.01!N.mU2! ! (Figure! 4.5a).! Similarly,! the! differences! in!wind!
stress!over!the!northern!Agulhas!Current!are!also!largest!in!Summer,!with!changes!of!
up! to!0.005!N.mU2!occurring!between!ABS!and!REL.!Whist! changes! in! the! southern!
















from!the!weekly! surface!currents! (for!HYCOM)!and!geostrophic!currents! for!AVISO!
from!1993!−!2013!and!are!shown!in!Figure!4.6.!!
!
All! three! sets! of! data! similarly! show! regions! of! elevated! EKE! in! the!Mozambique!
Channel,! the!Agulhas!Current!and!south!of!Madagascar;! indicating! the!presence!of!
eddies,! meanders! and! mesoscale! variability! in! the! region.! The! mean! EKE! in! the!
northern! Mozambique! Channel! is! significantly! higher! in! the! ABS! experiment! with!
maximum! values! ranging! from! approximately! 2500! cm2.sU2! to! 3200! cm2.sU2! (Figure!
4.6a)! compared! to! REL! and! the! satellite! data!which! have!maximum! EKE! values! of!
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SEMC,! the!mean! surface! EKE! in!ABS!has! a!maximum!of! 2200−2800! cm2.sU2.! In! this!
region,! the!EKE! in!REL! is!very!significantly! reduced,! showing!a!maximum!of!1000!−!
2000!cm2.sU2!which!is!more!similar!to!the!relatively!low!EKE!values!of!400!−!800!cm2.sU
2!estimated! from! the! satellite! product.! This! suggests! that! EKE! is! overUestimated! in!
ABS! and! has! been! significantly! reduced! by! the! change! in! wind! forcing.! Elevated!
regions!of!EKE!at! the!southern!extent!of! the!SEMC!extend!across!the!Mozambique!
Channel! towards! the!African! coast!with! values!of! 1000!−! 2000! cm2.sU2! in!ABS,! and!
very!similar!values!500!−!1000!cm2.sU2!in!REL!and!500!−!900!cm2.sU2!in!the!AVISO!data.!
One! further! region! where! the! EKE! of! the!models! are! different! to! AVISO! is! in! the!
Agulhas!Current.! In!ABS,!an!elevated!EKE! is!shown!offshore!of! the!Agulhas!Current!




reduced,! with! maxima! of! approximately! 2300! cm2.sU2! (Figures! 4.6b,c).! ! There! is!
however!still!and!exaggeration!of!EKE!offshore!of!the!Agulhas!Current!around!33°!−!
36°! S,! 27°! −! 30°! E.! Whist! there! is! some! seasonality! to! the! EKE! observed! in! both!
simulations! of! the! regional! HYCOM,! there! is! not! much! change! to! the! differences!
between! ABS! and! REL! (figures! not! included).! The! differences! between! the! two!
HYCOM!simulations!are!further!evident!in!Figure!4.7.!!
!
The!MKE! in! the! core! of! the! Agulhas! Current! captured! by! the!model! experiments!
closely! resembles! that! of! the! AVISO! data.! There! is! a! higher! MKE! in! the! ABS!




3000!−!3500! cm2.sU2!in! both!of! the!model! simulations! and! in! the!AVISO!data.! ! The!
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region! of! elevated! MKE! does! however! extend! further! across! the! Mozambique!




The! differences! in! EKE! and!MKE!between! the!models! are!more! easily! observed! in!
Figure!4.7.!Regions!in!red!indicate!where!the!EKE!and!MKE!in!ABS!>!REL,!and!regions!
in! blue! denote!where!ABS! <! REL.! In! Figure! 4.7a,! it! is! clearly! visible! that! the!mean!
surface!EKE!has!reduced!from!ABS!to!REL!with!differences!of!up!to!1500!cm2.sU2!! in!

















Figure! 4.7:! Differences! in! the!mean! surface! a)! EKE! and! b)!MKE! between! the! experiment! forced! by!
absolute!winds!and!the!experiment!forced!by!relative!winds!from!1993!−!2013.!
!
By! tracking! the! eddies,! calculating! their! EKE,!mapping! it! to! a! 0.5°! x! 0.5°! grid! and!
subtracting! it!from!the!total!EKE!(Figure!4.6),!the!residual!EKE!is!calculated.!Figures!
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4.8! and! 4.9! show! the! contribution! the! mesoscale! eddies! that! are! tracked! by! the!
eddyUtracking! algorithm,! to! the! overall! EKE! of! the! Agulhas! Current! system.! ! The!
energy! within! the! eddies! calculated! from! AVISO! data! (Figure! 4.8a)! is! much! lower!
than! the! energy! within! the! eddies! of! the! ABS! experiment! (Figure! 4.9b)! with!








the! eddies! of! 200! −! 300! cm2.sU2!whilst! the!maximum! in! REL! is! between! 0! and! 100!







gridded! to! a! 0.5°! x! 0.5°! grid,! and! the! energy! within! the! eddies;! this! gives! an!
indication!of!the!contribution!of!meandering!currents!and!other!sources!of!variability!
to! the!overall!EKE.!The!mean!values!of! residual!EKE!are! far!greater! than! the!mean!
values!of!energy!within!the!eddies.!In!AVISO,!a!mean!residual!EKE!of!approximately!
1000!−!1500!cm2.sU2!occurs!in!the!Mozambique!Channel,!whilst!values!of!500!−!650!
cm2.sU2! occur! in! the! region! south! of! Madagascar! and! a! maximum! residual! EKE! of!
approximately! 500! cm2.sU2! occurs! in! the! northern! Agulhas! Current! (Figure! 4.9a).!
Residual!EKEs!of!approximately!1500!−!2200!cm2.sU2!! in! the!Mozambique!Channnel,!
1500! −! 2500! cm2.sU2!! ! in! the! region! south! of!Madagascar! and! a!maximum!of! 2200!
cm2.sU2!in!the!northern!Agulhas!Current!are!found!in!ABS!(Figure!4.9b).!The!residual!





Figure! 4.10! shows! the! difference! in! energy! within! the! eddies! and! residual! EKE!
between! the! models.! Regions! which! are! red! (blue)! in! colour! denote! a! decrease!
(increase)! in! energy! within! the! eddies! or! residual! EKE! from! ABS! to! REL.! The!
difference!in!energy!within!the!eddies!from!ABS!to!REL!is!between!100!−!400!cm2.sU2!
in!the!Mozambique!Chanel,!south!of!Madagascar!and!in!the!Agulhas!Current!(Figure!
4.10a).! For! these! same! regions,! the! changes! in! residual! EKE! from! ABS! to! REL! is!
between! 400! and! 1000! cm2.sU2! !(Figure! 4.10b).! The! difference! in! energy!within! the!
eddies!between!the!model!experiments!is!approximately!2.5!times!smaller!than!the!
difference! in! residual! EKE.! Thus! the! difference! in! meanders! and! other! forms! of!





















































































the! African! coast,! denoted! by! the! black! box)! from! 1993! −! 2013;! the! comparison!
reveals! that! the!eddy!pathways!between!the!south!of!Madagascar!and! the!African!
coast!are!very!similar!for!both!absolute!and!relative!wind!forcing.!Results!from!both!
ABS! and! REL! show! many! antiUcyclonic! eddies! propagating! down! the! western!






trajectories! propagating! through! the! subset! region! (the! black! box! in! Figure! 4.11)!
between!1993!and!2013.!!The!directions!given!in!the!rose!are!representative!of!the!
direction! of! eddy! propagation! for! every! time! step! of! every! eddy’s! trajectory.! The!
directional!roses!in!both!forcings!of!the!model!similarly!show!a!spread!of!directions!
and! velocities! in! the! eddy! trajectories,! with! many! eddies! propagating! in! a! south!
westerly! direction.! Results! suggest! that! more! eddies! propagate! in! a! southerly!



















and! REL! are! very! similar,! with! both! cyclonic! and! antiUcyclonic! eddies! forming!





regions! of! the!Mozambique! Channel! and! the! domain,! there! are! both! positive! and!







data! relative! to! the! models! with! approximately! 1! –! 2! more! eddies! forming! or!
dissipating!at!each!grid!point!in!this!region!of!the!AVISO!data!relative!to!either!of!the!








either! of! the! model! experiments.! Eddy! occurrences! appear! to! be! closer! to! the!






ABS,! e)! REL! and! f)! AVISO! eddy! terminations! and,! the! number! of! g)! ABS,! h)! REL! and! i)! AVISO! eddy!
occurrences!per!year.!
!
In! addition! to! the! frequencies! and! locations! of! eddy! occurrences,! the! gridding!
method!applied!in!Figure!4.13!was!also!used!to!study!differences!in!eddy!properties!
between! ABS! and! REL.! Results! in! Figure! 4.14! show! that! both! the! ABS! and! REL!
simulation! have! similar! regions! of! elevated! eddy! amplitudes! and! in! general,! a!
reduction! in! the! mean! eddy! amplitudes! from! ABS! (Figure! 4.14a)! to! REL! (Figure!
4.14b).!!In!the!Mozambique!Channel,!eddy!amplitudes!decrease!from!a!maximum!of!
15! –! 30! cm! in! ABS! to! 10! –! 25! cm! in! REL.! The! biggest! change! in! eddy! amplitudes!
occurs!in!the!region!south!of!Madagascar,!where!eddies!with!amplitudes!of!30!–!40!
cm! frequently! occur! in! ABS.! In! this! same! region,! the! REL! simulation! indicates!
maximum! eddy! amplitudes! of! 15! –! 30! cm.! On! the! offshore! edge! of! the! Agulhas!
Current!eddy!amplitudes!also!decreased!from!ABS!to!REL!by!5!–!15!cm.!!
!
The! eddy! radii! in! Figure! 4.15! show! very! little! change! from! ABS! to! REL! in! the!
Mozambique!Channel!and!offshore!of!the!Agulhas!Current!where!radii!of!maxima!90!
! 100!
–! 100! km! and! 60! –! 70! km! occur,! respectively.! In! the! region! south! of!Madagascar!
however,!there!is!a!reduction!in!radii!of!70!–!100!km!in!ABS!to!60!–!85!km!in!REL.!The!
eddy! rotational! velocities! shown! in! Figure! 4.16! decrease! from! ABS! to! REL! in! the!
Mozambique! Channel,! south! of! Madagascar! and! along! the! offshore! edge! of! the!























Using! the! H14! eddyUtracking! algorithm,! results! in! Figure! 4.17! reveal! how! eddy!
properties!in!the!two!experiments!compare!to!the!AVISO!eddies.!A!subset!of!results!
! 104!
is! selected! showing! only! the! eddies!which! passed! through! the! black! box! in! Figure!
4.11! from!1993!−!2013;! the!subset!of!eddy!statistics! is!summarised!below! in!Table!
4.1.!!!
!




524! 740! 182! 191! 166! 140!
Mean"
lifespan""
6.31±2.76! 7.07±3.59! 6.32±2.88! 5.33±1.90! 5.97±2.38! 5.39±2.16!
Mean"
radius"









39.72±20.88! 41.91±21.39! 74.59±34.06! 28.27±13.82! 58.97±21.71! 24.00±10.13!
!
Table!4.1:!Eddies!properties!for!eddies!passing!within!32!−!50°!E!and!25!−!31°!S!between!1993!−!2013!
for! both! antiUcyclonic! (AC)! and! cyclonic! (C)! eddies,! including! the! number! of! eddies! with! lifespans!
greater! than! 4! weeks,! mean! lifespans! of! the! eddies! (weeks),! mean! eddy! radii! (km),! mean! eddy!
amplitudes!(cm)!and!mean!eddy!circumUaveraged!speeds!(cm.sU1).!!
!
The! number! of! eddies! with! lifespans! of! 4! or! more! weeks! (tracked! by! the! eddy!
tracking!algorithm)!are!far!more!abundant!in!AVISO!than!either!ABS!or!REL!with!524!
antiUcyclonic!and!724!cyclonic!eddies!tracked!between!1993!−!2013.!In!comparison,!
182!antiUcyclonic! and!191! cyclonic! eddies!were! tracked!by!ABS! relative! to! the!166!









4.17a).!The!mean! lifespan!of!an!antiUcyclonic!eddy! is!6.31!±!2.76!weeks! for!AVISO,!
6.32!±!2.88!weeks! for!ABS!and!5.97!±!2.38!weeks! for!REL.! The!mean! lifespan!of! a!
cyclonic! eddies! is! slightly! longer! for! AVISO! at! 7.07! ±! 3.59!weeks!with! a!maximum!
lifespan! of! 31! weeks.! The! maximum! lifespan! of! cyclonic! eddies! tracked! by! the!







An! investigation! of! the! subsets! of! eddy! radii,! amplitudes! and! circumUaveraged!
speeds!reveals!that!on!average,!antiUcyclonic!eddies!tracked!in!both!the!ABS!and!REL!
experiments! are! stronger! than! the! AVISO! eddies! whilst! the! cyclonic! eddies! are!
weaker.!The!radii!of!eddies!in!the!ABS!and!REL!experiments!are!very!similar!to!each!
other! (Figures! 4.17c,d).! The!maximum! radius! of! an! antiUcyclonic! eddy! for!ABS! and!












In! Figures! 4.17(e,! f)! the! antiUcyclonic! eddies! tracked! in! the! regional! HYCOM!









for! AVISO! eddies,! 32! cm! for! ABS! eddies! and! 16! cm! for! REL! eddies.! The! mean!









eddies! and! 28! ±! 14! cm.sU1! for! cyclonic! eddies.! In! comparison,! REL! eddies! have! a!
smaller!mean!circumUaveraged!speed!of!59!±!22!cm.sU1! for!antiUcyclonic!eddies!and!
24!±!10!cm.sU1!for!cyclonic!eddies.!The!maximum!circumUaveraged!speed!of!an!antiU
cyclonic! eddy! is! 146! cm.sU1! for! AVISO,! 152! cm.sU1! for! ABS! and! 114! cm.sU1! for! REL!
where!as!the!maximum!for!a!cyclonic!eddy!is!110!cm.sU1!for!AVISO!eddies,!99!cm.sU1!







































Figure! 4.17:! QUQ! plots! of! eddies! occurring! within! 32! −! 50°! E! and! 25! −! 31°! S,! from! 1992! −! 2013,!
showing! a)! antiUcyclonic! eddy! lifespans,! b)! cyclonic! eddy! lifespans,! c)! antiUcyclonic! eddy! radii,! d)!
cyclonic!eddy!radii,!e)!antiUcyclonic!eddy!radii,!f)!cyclonic!eddy!radii,!g)!antiUcyclonic!eddy!radii!and!h)!





In! an! attempt! to! explain! the! EKE! differences! between! ABS! and! REL,! and! the!
differences! in!regions!of!eddy!formation!and!termination!between!the!simulations,!




mean! flow! (Kundu,! 1990;! Biastoch! and! Krauss,! 1999,! Halo! et! al.,! 2014b).! ! In! both!
models,!a!strong!positive!barotropic!transfer!of!energy!occurs!south!of!Madagascar,!
on! the!offshore!edge!of! the! SEMC!where! the! current!begins! to! separate! from! the!
coast.! In! both! models! there! is! also! a! small! region! of! positive! barotropic! energy!
transfer! south! of!Madagascar! on! the! inshore! edge! of! the! SEMC.! There! is! a! strong!
negative!KmKe!in!the!Agulhas!Current!in!both!ABS!and!REL.!A!strong!positive!transfer!






Agulhas! Current! is! also! reduced.! There! are! positive! and! negative! differences! in!
barotropic!energy!conversion!in!the!southern!extent!of!the!Agulhas!Current.!There!is!









due! to! baroclinic! instabilities,! otherwise! it! indicates! dissipation! toward! the! mean!
eddy!potential!energy.!A!strong!positive! transfer!of!baroclinic!energy!occurs! in! the!
northwestern! Mozambique! Channel! in! both! ABS! (Figure! 4.19a)! and! REL! (Figure!
4.19b).! In! both! ABS! and! REL! turbulent! regions! of! positive! and! negative! baroclinic!
energy!conversion!occur!offshore!of! the!SEMC!as!well!as! the!Agulhas!Current.! It! is!
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however! evident! that! the! energy! is! significantly! reduced! from!ABS! to! REL! in! both!
these!regions.!In!the!regional!HYCOM,!there!is!an!overall!reduction!of!43.52%.!!
!














From! Figures! 4.3,! 4.4! and! 4.5! it! was! evident! that! change! in! wind! forcing! in! the!
regional! HYCOM! has! resulted! in! a! reduction! in! wind! stress! from! ABS! to! REL,!
particularly! in! the! Mozambique! Channel,! south! of! Madagascar! and! the! Agulhas!
Current.! Previous! studies! ! (Duhaut! and! Straub,! 2006;! Dawe! and! Thompson,! 2006;!
Eden!and!Dietze,!2009;!Renault!et! al.,! 2016a;!Renault!et! al.,! 2016b;!Renault!et! al.,!
2017)! have! shown! a! significant! reduction! in! the! energy! of! the! ocean! with! the!
inclusion!of! surface! currents! in! the!wind! stress.! In! particular!Renault! et! al.! (2017),!
demonstrated! an! overall! reduction! in! energy! over! the! Agulhas! Current! system! of!
25%.!The!difference!in!EKE!betweeen!ABS!and!REL!is!approximately!33%!(Figures!4.6,!
4.7a).! In! the! regional! HYCOM,! it! is! evident! that! results! from! REL! are! more!
representative!of!the!EKE!observed!in!the!satellite!product,!AVISO!compared!to!ABS.!







!The!MKE! from! ABS! to! REL! is! also! significantly! reduced,! with! the! exception! of! an!
increase!in!MKE!in!the!core!of!the!Agulhas!Current!as!well!as!the!SEMC!(Figure!4.7b).!
Backeberg! et! al.,! 2008! shows! that! the! velocities! of! the! Agulhas! Current! in! the!
HYCOM!simulation!are!weaker!than!observed!in!the!satellite!product.!An!increase!in!
the!MKE!from!ABS!to!REL,! indicates!that!the!change! in!wind!forcing! !has! improved!
the! representation! of! the! Agulhas! Current.! The! pattern! of! the! EKE! and! MKE!
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reductions! from!ABS! to!REL! is! strongly! reflective!of! those! seen! in! the!wind! stress,!







the! difference! between! the! total! EKE! and! the! energy! within! the! eddies! is! also!
observed.!The!difference!in!residual!EKE!between!ABS!and!REL!is!approximately!2.5!
times!greater!than!that!of!the!difference!in!energy!within!the!eddies.!This!suggests!
that! the! contribution! of! meandering! currents,! smaller! eddies! and! other! forms! of!




partially!due!to! limitations!of! the!eddy! tracking!algorithm.!For!example,! there!may!
be! some! mesoscale! eddies! which! were! not! tracked! by! the! algorithm.! ! Given! the!
effect!of!relative!winds!on!mesoscale!eddies,!it!is!possible!that!the!effect!of!relative!
winds!on!smaller!eddies!or!submesoscale!features!could!be!destroyed!completely.!It!
is! important! to! note! that! at! 1/10°! ! the! regional! model! is! not! able! to! simulate!
submesoscale! processes.! It! is! also! possible! that! the! strengthening! of! the! Agulhas!
Current,! or! that! the! weakening! of! the!MKE! on! the! offshore! edge! of! the! Agulhas!










a! south!westward! direction! in! REL! compared! to! ABS! as! a! result! of! the! paucity! of!
eddies! in! the! region! south! of! Madagascar.! One! possible! reason! for! this! is! the!




Figures! 4.13! (g,h)! show! fewer! eddies! propagating! along! the! offshore! edge! of! the!
Agulhas! Current! in! REL! compared! to! ABS,! suggesting! that! the! accuracy! of! the!
regional! HYCOM! model! in! representing! mesoscale! variability! has! been! improved!
with!the!change!in!wind!forcing.!Previously,!Backeberg!et!al.,!(2008)!highlighted!the!
overestimation! of! large! antiUcyclonic! eddies! occurring! on! the! offshore! edge! of! the!
Agulhas!Current! in!the!model!relative!to!the!altimetry!product.!The!observed!eddy!
dissipation!process!of! source! region!eddies! as! they! approach! the!Agulhas!Current,!
described! in! the! previous! chapter,! is! also! poorly! represented! in! many! numerical!
simulations!(Backeberg!et!al.,!2014;!Durgadoo!et!al.,!2013;!Loveday!et!al.,!2014).!!In!
these! models,! eddies! tend! not! to! dissipate! but! rather! they! propagate! along! the!
offshore!edge!of! the!current! towards! the!Agulhas! retroflection.! !Results!of! Figures!
4.13(g,! h)! suggest! that! this! result! improved! by! changing! the! wind! forcing! in! the!
regional!HYCOM.! ! In!ABS!the!representation!of!the!Agulhas!Current!was!wider!and!
weaker.!It!is!likely!that!the!this!decrease!in!the!number!of!eddies!propagating!along!




in! wind! forcing! in! the! regional! HYCOM! has! a! significant! dampening! effect! on! the!
eddies!themselves.!Figures!4.14,!4.15!and!4.16!show!a!reduction!in!eddy!amplitudes,!
radii!and!circumUaveraged!speeds!from!ABS!to!REL,!with!the!largest!changes!evident!
in! the! region! south!of!Madagascar.! ! These! results! are! further! supported!by! Figure!
4.17!which!shows!a!reduction!in!antiUcyclonic!eddy!lifeUspans,!as!well!as!in!both!antiU
cyclonic! and! cyclonic! eddy! amplitudes! and! circumUaveraged! speeds.! These! results!
are! consistent!with! a! study! of! the! California! upwelling! system!which! showed! that!
current! feedback!to! the!atmosphere!resulted! in!a!more!accurate!representation!of!
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eddies!in!the!region!(Renault!et!al.,!2016b).!Additionaly,!there!are!significantly!more!
eddies! tracked! in!ABS! than!REL,!which!could! suggest! that!eddy! formation! is! linked!
with! increased! energy! imparted! on! the! ocean! currents! in! HYCOM! in! the! absolute!
winds! simulation.! It! is! evident! from! Figure! 4.17! that! the! impact! of! mechanical!
dampening! is! larger!on! larger!eddies.!At! smaller! scales,! eddies! are!more! similar! in!
ABS! and! REL.! Renault! et! al.! (2017)! show! that! the! correlation! between! eddy!
windwork!and!EKE!is!very!high,!where!by!the!greater!the!EKE,!the!greater!the!loss!of!
energy! in! that! region.! This! could! explain!why! the!mechanical! dampening! effect! is!
stronger! for! larger! eddies! and!weaker! for! smaller! eddies.! To! fully! understand! and!
quantify!this!would!require!further!idealised!experiments.!
!
In!both!ABS!and!REL,! there! is! a! small! region!of!positive!barotropic!energy! transfer!
south!of!Madagascar!on!the!inshore!edge!of!the!SEMC.!This!result!is!similar!to!that!of!
Halo! et! al.! (2014b)!who! also! found! a! strong!positive! barotropic! transfer! of! energy!
near!to!the!continental!shelf,! indicating!a!strong!shear!formation!of!cyclonic!eddies!
on! the! inshore! edge! of! the! SEMC.! Consistent! with! Renault! et! al.! (2017),! a! strong!
positive!transfer!of!energy!exists! in!the!Agulhas!Current!in!both!of!the!models.!The!
barotropic!and!baroclinic!energy!conversion!terms!reveal!a!large!reduction!in!energy!
over! the! Agulhas! Current! domain! from! ABS! to! REL! of! 34.10%! for! the! barotopic!








whilst! there! is!very! little!change! in! the!study!by!Renault!et!al.! (2017)! for! the!same!
region.!
!
Because!of! the! improvement! in! the! representation!of! EKE! in! the! regional!HYCOM,!
the!dampening!coefficient!(of!approximately!0.7)!used!by!Renault!et!al.! (2017)!was!
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and!not!a! scaled!version! thereof.! In!addition! to! this,! the!EKE! in!HYCOM!was!much!





does!not! include!the!dampening!coefficient!used!by!Renault!et!al.! (2017).! It! is!also!






Analysing! two! simulation! experiments! in! HYCOM,! one! forced!with! absolute!winds!
and! the! other! forced! with! relative! winds,! the! response! of! the! model! to! current!
feedback!was!investigated.!The!response!in!the!ocean!only!HYCOM!model!was!found!
to! be! stronger! than! that! of! the! coupled! oceanUatmosphere! ROMS! model! of! the!
Agulhas! Current! System!used! by! Renault! et! al.! (2017).! ! Changing! the!wind! forcing!
from!absolute!to!relative!winds!decreases!the!overall!wind!stress!of!the!domain!by!








reduction! in! the!EKE! is! very! similar! to! that!observed! in! the! changes! in!wind! stress!
from!ABS!to!REL.!Results!from!this!study!suggest!that!the!“mechanical!dampening”!











mesoscale!eddies,!other!processes! such!as!meanders,! small! eddies!and! short! lived!
eddies!contribute!extensively!to!the!overall!eddy!kinetic!energy!budget.!Whilst!some!
of! the! difference! can! likely! be! attributed! to! limitations! of! the! eddy! tracking!




trajectory! in! ABS,! while! in! REL! the! eddy! trajectories! appear! to! be! slightly! more!




similar,! with! very! few! differences! in! regions! of! eddy! formation! and! dissipation!
(Figure!4.13a,!b,!c,!d).! !Figures!4.13(e,!f),!which!show!the!annual!frequency!of!eddy!






Figures! 4.14,! 4.15,! 4.16! and! 4.17! show! a! reduction! in! eddy! lifespans,! radii,!
amplitudes!and!circumUaveraged!speeds!from!ABS!to!REL.!The!change!in!wind!forcing!
has! resulted! in! a!more! accurate! simulation! of! antiUcyclonic! eddies! in! the! regional!
HYCOM,! but! it! has! made! cyclonic! eddies! which! were! already! underUsized! even!
smaller.!
!
Although! the! barotropic! and! baroclinic! energy! transfer! patterns! in! the! regional!
HYCOM! experiments! are! consistent! with! previous! research! (Halo! et! al.,! 2014b;!






reduces! the! energy! of! the!ocean! and! acts! as! an! “eddy! killer”! (Duhaut! and! Straub,!
2006;! Dawe! and! Thompson,! 2006;! Eden! and! Dietze,! 2009;! Renault! et! al.,! 2016a;!
Renault! et! al.,! 2016b;! Renault! et! al.,! 2017).! In! particular,! Renault! et! al.! (2017)!
showed!that!current!feedback!caused!a!25%!reduction!in!EKE!of!the!Agulhas!Current.!
In!the!regional!HYCOM!the!changes!in!EKE,!eddy!pathways,!eddy!properties!and!the!
energy! conversion! terms,! resulting! from! the! change! in! forcing! from! absolute! to!
relative!winds!are!consistent!with,!but!often!even! larger!than!observed! in!previous!
studies.! The! “mechanical! dampening”! observed! in! this! study! may! be! reduced! by!
including!a!dampening!coefficient!as!used!by!Renault!et!al.!(2017).!!
!
Renault! et! al.! (2017)! noted! that! the! mean! wind! work! of! their! coupled! oceanU





the! outer! INDIA! model.! As! the! EKE! is! significantly! reduced! from! ABS! to! REL,! the!
representation!of! cyclonic!and!antiUcyclonic!eddy!dynamics! in! the! source! region!of!
the! Agulhas! Current! was! also! significantly! influenced.! In! the! regional! HYCOM! the!












The!arrival! of! deep! sea!eddies!which! are! formed! in! the!Mozambique!Channel! and!














2001;!Bryden!et! al.,! 2005;! Tsugawa!and!Hasumi,! 2010;!Rouault! and!Penven,!2011;!
Krug!et!al.,!2014).!Results!from!Chapter!3!of!this!study!showed!that!the!formation!of!







km! from! the! coast).! After! passing! the! Agulhas! Bank! (approximately! 38°! S)! Natal!





The! presence! of! a! coldUcore! cyclonic! eddy! on! the! inshore! edge! of! the! Agulhas!
Current! is! often! associated!with! a! Natal! Pulse! (Lutjeharms,! 2006;! Leber! and! Beal,!
2014).!Natal!Pulses!have!a!known!impact!on!the!coastal!and!shelf!circulation!in!the!
region.!They!can!also!cause!water!to!upwell!along!the!continental!shelf!at!a!rate!of!
50! –! 100!m.dayU1! (Bryden! et! al.,! 2005).!Malan! et! al.! (2018)! show! that! the! leading!
edge!of!large!meanders!can!cause!upwelling!and!downwelling!inshore!of!the!Agulhas!
Current! promoting! shelfUslope! exchange.! Warm! plumes! and! filaments! of! water!
associated! with! the! meanders! drive! Agulhas! Current! water! onto! the! shelf! and!
influence!the!crossUshelf!exchange!in!the!region!(Bryden!et!al.,!2005;!Jackson!et!al.,!
2012;! Krug! et! al.,! 2014;! Malan! et! al.,! 2018).! A! study! by! Pivan! et! al.! (2016)!
demonstrated!a!contribution!of!Eastern!Agulhas!Bank!water,!Indian!Equatorial!Water!









(at! approximately! 34°! S)! remains! very! consistent! during! a!meander.! Nevertheless,!





and! sometimes! in! the!number!of! large!Agulhas!Rings! that!are! shed! into! the!South!
Atlantic!Ocean!(de!Ruijter!et!al.,!1999,!Schouten!et!al.,!2002).!Biastoch!et!al.!(2008),!
however,! show! using! a! numerical! model! that! Natal! Pulses! do! not! significantly!
influence! Agulhas! leakage.! ! Further! studies! have! also! shown! that! the! connection!





The! complex! variability! of! the! southern! Agulhas! Current,! the! Agulhas! Current!
retroflection!and!associated!Agulhas!leakage!are!very!difficult!to!model!accurately.!In!
Chapter! 4! of! this! study,! two! simulation! experiments!were! used! to! investigate! the!
effects! of! the! change! in!wind! forcing! from! absolute!winds! (ABS)! to! relative!winds!
(REL)! on! Agulhas! Current! source! region! eddies! in! the! regional! Hybrid! Coordinate!





along! the!offshore! edge!of! the!Agulhas!Current.! In! Figure! 5.1b,! it! is! clear! that! the!
intensity! of! eddies! forming! in! the!Mozambique! Channel! and! south! of!Madagascar!
has! been! significantly! reduced! in! REL.! In! addition! to! this! the! number! of! eddies!
propagating!down!the!offshore!edge!of!the!Agulhas!Current!has!notably!decreased.!
Eddies! in! REL! tend! to! be! more! similar! to! those! captured! in! AVISO! data! (it! is!
important! to! note! that! neither! of! the! model! simulations! are! assimilated)! (Figure!
5.1c),!indicating!that!the!representation!of!mesoscale!eddies!in!the!Agulhas!Current!








































Using! a! coupled! oceanUatmosphere! model! which! included! feedback! from! the!
Agulhas!Current!to!the!overlying!winds,!Renault!et!al.!(2017)!revealed!a!reduction!in!
EKE,! in!the!number!of!Natal!Pulses!and!their! influence!on!variability!of!the!Agulhas!
Basin.! ! Additionally,! an! improvement! in! the! location! of! the!mean!Agulhas! Current!
retroflection!was!observed;!however,!the!variability!in!the!region!was!still!too!large!
(Renault!et!al.,!2017).!This!study,!and!the!improvements!observed!in!the!simulation!





Using! the! same! two! simulation! experiments! from! Chapter! 4! of! this! thesis,! the!













The! Hybrid! Coordinate! Ocean!Model! (HYCOM)! used! here! is! explained! in! detail! in!
Chapter!2!of!this!thesis.!The!regional!model,!which!spans!the!entire!Agulhas!Current!
system! at! a! resolution! of! approximately! 10! km,! uses! a! combination! of! isopycnic!
vertical! coUordinates! in! the! stratified! open! ocean,! fixedUgrid! coUordinates! in! the!
















An! array! of! moorings! across! the! Agulhas! Current,! known! as! the! Agulhas! Climate!
TimeUSeries!(ACT)!experiment!(Beal!et!al.,!2015)!provides!a!very!valuable!timeUseries!
of!in6situ!measurements!of!Agulhas!Current!velocities,!in!a!region!where!in6situ!data!
are! very! scarce! and! the! complex! variability! in! the! region! is! difficult! to! capture! in!
numerical! model! simulations.! The! array! extends! across! the! Agulhas! Current! at!
approximately!33.35°!S!at!an!angle!of!approximately!75°!to!the!continental!shelf!and!
consists! of! 7! current!meter!moorings! (fullUdepth)! and! 4! current! pressure! inverted!
echo!sounders!(CPIES),!the!positions!of!which!can!be!observed!in!Figure!5.2!(Beal!et!
al.,!2015).!The!data!has!a!12!hour!temporal!resolution,!and!was!interpolated!into!a!


















Acoustic! Doppler! Current! Profilers! (ADCPs)! were! used! by! Eskom! (South! Africa’s!








data! locations! and! the! time! period! over! which! the! data! were! collected! is! also!
provided!below! in!Table!5.1.! !For!the!purposes!of! this!study,! the!hourly!ADCP!data!















Cape!Morgan! 28.83183! 32.50733! 89! 05/12/2009U03/03/2010!
Cape!Morgan! 28.83179! 32.50725! 87! 03/03/2010U13/09/2010!
East!London! 28.00866! 32.15145! 82! 04/12/2009U03/03/2010!
East!London! 28.08651! 33.15140! 85! 03/03/2010U13/09/2010!
Fish!River! 27.29750! 33.70335! 88! 04/12/2009U!03/03/2010!












_OBSERVATIONS_008_047)! were! used! extensively! in! this! study.! ! Gridded!maps! of!
Absolute!Dynamic!Topography!(MADT),!including!the!zonal!and!meridional!velocities!
were!extracted!at!a!0.25°!resolution!over!the!Agulhas!Current!region!for!the!period!






available! from!http://www.globcurrent.org!were!used.! ! In! the!GlobCurrent!dataset!
























to! explain! the! mean! velocity! and! the! variability! around! the! mean! at! 3! different!
locations!within!the!Agulhas!Current;!offshore!of!Cape!Morgan,!East!London!and!Fish!
River.! This! ellipse! defines! the! region! in! which! 95%! of! all! the! data! that! can! be!
extracted!from!the!underlying!Gaussian!distribution!is!contained.!It!gives!us!the!main!
axes!(principal!components)!of!the!flow.!In!PCA,!the!first!two!principal!components!
should! explain!most! of! the! variance! in! the! data.! An! eigenvector! with! the! highest!
eigenvalue!is!the!first!principal!component;!the!second!eigenvector!is!perpendicular!
to! the! first! and! is! the! second! principal! component.! An! eigenvector! indicates! the!
direction!of!the!most!variance;!the!eigenvalue!denotes!how!much!variance!there!is!
in!that!direction.!!In!this!way,!it!is!possible!to!observe!how!well!the!GlobCurrent!data!
and! the! HYCOM! simulations! are! able! to! capture! the! different! forms! of! variability,!
including!meanders!and!Natal!Pulses,!in!the!Agulhas!Current.!It!will!also!be!possible!
to! observe! whether! or! not! the! change! in! wind! forcing! from! absolute! to! relative!
winds! influences!the!variability!of! the!Agulhas!Current! in! the!regional!HYCOM.!The!
in6situ! ADCP!measurements! were! compared! to! the! GlobCurrent! data! and! then! to!


















the!position!of! the!Agulhas!Current!core! in!AVISO,!ABS!and!REL!data! from!January!
1993! to! December! 2013.! As! SSH! data! is! required,! it! was! not! possible! to! use!
GlobCurrent! for! this!section!of! the!study.! In! this!method,! the!maximum!velocity!at!
each! latitude! is! determined!over! a! specified!domain!where! the!Agulhas!Current! is!
well!established!and!strong!(in!this!instance!between!25°!E!U!30°!E!and!30°!S!U!34°!S).!
The! SSH! associated! with! the! speed! maximum! at! that! latitude! is! identified,! after!
which!the!mean!value!of!the!SSH!maxima!over!the!domain!is!calculated.!The!longest!
SSH!contour!corresponding!to!the!SSH!maxima!value!is!extracted!as!the!location!of!
the! Agulhas! Current! core.! ! The! distances! of! the! Agulhas! Current! core! from! two!
different! locations! along! the! South! African! coastline! (namely,! Port! Edward! at!
30.2224°! E,! 31.0509°! S! and! south! at! the! start! of! the! ACT! transect! at! 27.4777°! E,!
33.3450°! S)! were! used! to! measure! the! sizes! and! frequencies! of! Agulhas! Current!
meanders! at! both! of! these! locations! in! the! current! (Figure! 5.4).! ! A! zero! crossing!
method!was!used!to!determine!the!duration!of!the!meanders!(as!in!Krug!et!al.,!2014)!
whereby! the! length! of! a!meander! is! determined! by! the! time! period! between! two!
zero! crossing! points! of! the! Agulhas! Current! position! at! each! site.! In! this!way,! the!






the! Agulhas! Current! core! overlaid! in! red.! Black! vectors! indicate! the! direction! of! flow! for! velocities!
greater! than! 0.5m.sU1.! Orange! crosses! indicate! the! ! positions! of! the! Port! Edward! (north)! and! ACT!
(south)!transects.!
!
In! an! attempt! to! separate! the! large!mesoscale!meanders! (similar! to! Natal! Pulses)!
from!smaller!meanders! in! the!Agulhas!Current,! the!meanders!were! separated! into!
two!different!categories.!These!were!meanders!which!were! less!than!50!km!in!size!
and!those!meanders!which!were!equal!to!or!greater!than!50!km!in!size.!In!Krug!et!al.!
(2014),! only! meanders! of! the! Agulhas! Current! which! are! greater! than! 1! standard!
deviation!from!the!mean!position!of!the!Agulhas!Current!are!considered!to!be!Natal!
Pulses.!The!standard!deviation!of!the!Agulhas!Current!in!AVISO,!ABS!and!REL!at!both!
the! ACT! and! Port! Edward! locations!was! found! to! be! less! than! or! equal! to! 42! km.!
Large!mesoscale!meanders!are!those!that!are!greater!than!42!km!in!size.!Considering!
the!resolution!of!the!AVISO!altimetry!data,!the!42!km!was!rounded!up!to!50!km.!For!




















Principal! component! analysis! was! used! to! highlight! the! variance! in! the! Agulhas!
Current!(Figure!5.5).!!From!Figure!5.5(a)!it!is!evident!that!the!ADCP!data!contains!the!
most! variance.! Whilst! the! GlobCurrent,! ABS! and! REL! data! correctly! capture! the!
directions!of!maximum!variance,! they!are!unable! to!accurately! represent!all!of! the!
variance!in!the!Agulhas!Current!at!the!Cape!Morgan!location.!Figure!5.5(a)!indicates!
that! the! GlobCurrent! data! better! represents! the! variability! at! this! location! than!






with! eigenvalues! of! 0.39! and! 0.23! m.sU1! for! ABS! and! 0.45! and! 0.20! m.sU1! for! REL!














variability! in! the! poleward! direction! is! however! more! accurate! than! that! of! the!
HYCOM! simulations! which! indicate! similar! variances! of! 0.31! (ABS)! and! 0.29! m.sU1!




At! the! Fish! River! location,! the! PCA! reveals! that! the!GlobCurrent! and!HYCOM!data!




the! variance! in! the! ADCP! data! with! eigenvalues! of! 0.75! and! 0.25! m.sU1.! At! this!
location,! the! REL! data! is! slightly! more! similar! to! that! of! the! ADCP! data! with!




Location" Cape"Morgan" East"London" Fish"River"
Principal"Component"Number" 1" 2" 1" 2" 1" 2"
ADCP"eigenvalues"(m.sU1)" 1.39! 0.59! 1.14! 0.15! 0.95! 0.51!
GlobCurrent"eigenvalues"(m.sU1)" 0.70! 0.27! 0.68! 0.24! 0.75! 0.25!
ABS"eigenvalues"(m.sU1)" 0.39! 0.23! 0.31! 0.19! 0.37! 0.16!









1.18!m.s_1"and!1.21!m.s_1" respectively).! ! In!addition! to! this,! the!mean!depth!of! the!
Agulhas!Current! is! shallower! in! the!ACT!data! than! in!either!ABS!or!REL.! In! the!ACT!

























the!Port! Edward! location! than! it! is! at! the!ACT! location.!During! the!period! January!
1993! to! December! 2013,! the! mean! distance! of! the! core! from! the! coast! at! Port!
Edward!is!very!similar!in!AVISO,!ABS!and!REL!at!Port!Edward!with!mean!distances!of!
52!±!28!km,!52!±!42!km!and!52!±!41!km!respectively.!At!the!ACT!array!position,!for!




km! and! those!which!were! equal! to! or! greater! than! 50! km.! It! was! found! that! the!
number!of!meanders!smaller!than!50!km!were!far!more!frequent!than!those!which!
were!larger.!Off!the!coast!at!Port!Edward,!the!average!number!of!smaller!meanders!






For! the! larger! meanders! off! the! coast! of! Port! Edward,! approximately! 26%! more!
meanders!per!year!occurred! in!ABS!and!11%!more!meanders!per!year!occurred! in!
REL! compared! to! the! number! of! larger! AVISO! meanders.! The! frequency! of! large!
meander!occurrences! is!on!average!more!similar! to!AVISO! in!REL! than! in!ABS!here!
during! January! 1993! to! December! 2013.! There! is! an! improvement! in! the!
representation! of! the! duration! of!meanders! from! ABS! to! REL.! The! lifespan! of! the!
larger!meanders!is!almost!2!weeks!longer!than!the!smaller!meanders!in!all!cases!at!


















6.0! 1.9! 4.7! 2.4! 4.8! 2.1!
Mean!meander!
duration!(days)!
15±11! 29±17! 11±7! 25±17! 13±8! 26±21!
Mean!meander!
size!(km)!












For! the! larger! category,! 1.6!meanders! occur! here! on! average! each! year! in! AVISO,!
while! there! are! 13%! more! meanders! in! ABS! relative! to! AVISO! but! 31%! fewer!
meanders!in!REL!(Table!5.4).!Similarly!to!the!smaller!meanders,!the!biggest!change!in!
frequency! of! larger! meanders! occurred! in! REL! with! 1! larger! meander! fewer!
propagating! past! the! southern! location! each! year! compared! to! the! Port! Edward!
location.!These!larger!meanders!have!a!mean!duration!of!36!±!20!km!in!AVISO,!30!±!
25! days! in! ABS! and! 31! ±! 19! days! in! REL.! The! lifespan! of! larger! meanders! in! the!





















6.3! 1.6! 5.0! 1.8! 5.9! 1.1!
Mean!meander!
duration!(days)!
14±11! 36±21! 12±7! 30±25! 15±11! 31±19!
Mean!meander!
size!(km)!














The! ABS! composite! (Figure! 5.7(b))! reveals! a! broadly! similar! pattern! but! weaker!
magnitude!than!the!AVISO!data.!There!is!a!small! increase!in!velocities!from!0.05!to!
0.15!m.sU1! in! the!Agulhas!Current.!Another!difference!between! the!AVISO!and!ABS!
anomalies! is! a! decrease! of! velocities! up! to! 0.10!m.sU1! on! the! inshore! edge! of! the!
! 138!
current.!The!area!of!decreased!velocities!in!ABS!is!much!larger!than!in!AVISO!but!the!
















of! the!south!coast,!on!the! inshore!edge!of! the!Agulhas!Current,!velocity!anomalies!
have! decreased! from! ABS! to! REL! by! approximately! 0.05! m.sU1.! Larger! differences,!
which!are!both!positive!and!negative,!of!up!to!0.30!m.sU1!are!observed!between!ABS!










Principal! Component! Analysis! was! used! to! investigate! mean! variance! within! the!
Agulhas! Current! at! three! different! ADCP! locations! offshore! of! Cape!Morgan,! Fish!
River! and! East! London! (Figure! 5.5).! It! was! found! that! the! GlobCurrent! data! best!
captured!the!variance!within!the!Agulhas!Current!which!is!shown!by!the!ADCP!data.!
Although!REL!can!be!considered!to!perform!slightly!better!than!ABS!at!the!Fish!River!




had!a! larger!ellipse.! ! Further! investigation! revealed! that! the! locations!of! the!ADCP!
sites!appear! to!be! inshore!of! the!Agulhas!Current! in!both!HYCOM!simulations! (the!
position! of! the! Agulhas! Current! is! shown! by! the! shading! in! Figure! 5.5),! explaining!
why!the!variance!values!are!lower!than!one!would!expect.!!
!
Both! ABS! and! REL! do! however! adequately! capture! the! lateral! variability! of! the!
current! at! the! East! London! ADCP! location.! Overall,! the! GlobCurrent! data! is! more!
representative!of!the!variability!observed!within!the!Agulhas!Current!than!either!of!
the! HYCOM! simulations! (Figure! 5.5).! The! GlobCurrent! data! however! also! fails! to!
capture! some! of! the! variability! within! the! current! at! these! 3! locations.! This! is!
expected!as!the!ADCP!locations!are!within!50!km!of!the!coast!where!altimetry!data!is!
sparse!and!is!less!accurate!than!at!a!greater!depth.!The!change!in!wind!forcing!from!
absolute! to! relative! winds! does! not! appear! to! significantly! impact! the! amount! of!
variability! in! the!Agulhas!Current! simulated!by! the! regional!HYCOM.!This! indicates!
that!HYCOM!does!not!capture!processes! in!these!shallower!shelf!regions!well,!with!
the!ability!of!the!model!to!simulate!crossUself!processes!only!improving!very!slightly!
from! ABS! to! REL.! The! amplitude! of! the! current! is! also! too! small! in! both! HYCOM!


















forcing! from!ABS! to!REL!has! improved! the!simulation!of!Agulhas!Current!velocities!
relative!to!the!in6situ!ACT!data.!!
"
Furthermore,! the! REL! case! shows! an! improvement! in! the! representation! of!
meanders! compared! to!ABS!when! their!properties!of!meanders!were!evaluated!at!
two!different! locations! in! the!Agulhas!Current,! one!off! the! coast! Port! Edward! and!
another!further!south!in!the!current!at!approximately!33.345°!S!(the!position!of!the!
ACT! array)! (Tables! 5.3! and! 5.4).! The! meander! properties! were! evaluated! for! two!
categories;! those! smaller! than! 50! km! in! size! and! those! larger! than! this! scale.!
However,!changing!this!criterion!to!40!km!or!to!60!km!did!not!affect!the!results.!In!
REL,!the!frequency!of!smaller!meander!occurrences!as!well!as!their!duration!is!more!
similar! to!AVISO! than! the!ABS!data!at!both! locations.! !However,! it! is! important! to!
note! that! in! this! instance! the! AVISO! data! is! not! necessarily! produce! the! most!
accurate! results! as! the! effective! spatial! resolution! of! the! altimetry! product! is! not!
sufficient!to!image!smaller!meanders.!Typically!the!lifespan!of!a!small!REL!meander!is!
longer!than!that!of!a!small!ABS!meander.!The!size!of!the!smaller!meanders!did!not!




It! was! found! that! smaller! meanders! were! more! numerous! than! those! that! were!
equal!to!or!greater!than!50!km.!A!small!increase!of!0.33!U!0.90!smaller!meanders!per!
annum!occurred! from! the!Port! Edward! location! to! the!ACT! array! location!whilst! a!
decrease! in! larger!meanders! of! 0.33! U! 0.91!meanders! occurred.! ! Larger!meanders,!
characteristic!of!Natal!Pulses!occurred!at!a!frequency!of!1.90!meanders!per!year! in!
AVISO,! 2.38!meanders! per! year! in!ABS! and!2.05!meanders! per! year! in!REL!off! the!
coast! of! Port! Edward.! Further! south! slightly! fewer!meanders! occur! annually,! with!
1.57!meanders! per! year! occurred! in! AVISO,! 1.81!meanders! per! year! occurred! per!




downstream! in! the!Agulhas!Current!at!Port! Elizabeth! (with!11!meanders!occurring!
off!the!coast!of!Port!Edward!and!9!occurring!meanders!off!the!coast!of!Port!Elizabeth!
between! June!2004!and!December!2010).!The! results!presented!here! indicate! that!
some!of! the! larger!meanders! have! dissipated! before! they! reach! the!ACT! transect.!
The!simulation!of!number!of!larger!meanders!significantly!improves!from!ABS!to!REL!
at!the!northern! location.!This! is!coherent!with!results!from!Chapter!4!of!this!thesis!
which!shows!an! improvement! in!the!simulation!of!the!EKE! in!the!region.!However,!
too!much!energy! is! lost! southwards!by! the! time!the!meanders! reach!the!region!of!
the!ACT!array!as!the!REL!experiment!underestimates!the!number!of!larger!meanders!
compared!to!the!observations.!There! is!a!decrease!of!16%! in! the!number!of! larger!
meanders!observed!from!the!northern!location!to!the!southern!location!in!AVISO,!a!
25%! decrease! in! ABS! and! a! very! large! decrease! of! 45%! in! the! number! of! large!
meanders!observed!in!REL.!The!decrease!in!REL!is!too!large.!Perhaps!this!is!partially!
due! to! the!34%! reduction! in!barotropic! energy! conversion!over! the!domain!which!
was! observed! in! chapter! 4! of! this! thesis.! As! discussed! in! Chapter! 4,! a! dampening!
coefficient!used!by!Renault!et!al.! (2017)!was!not!applied!to!the!wind!forcing! in!the!
REL!simulation!due!to!the!improvement!in!the!representation!of!EKE!in!the!over!the!
domain.!Had! it!been!applied,! it! is! likely!that!the!decrease! in!the!frequency!of! large!










to! 0.15! m.sU1! for! those! meanders! at! least! 50! km! in! size! (Figure! 5.7).! Whilst! an!
increase! of! up! to! 0.15! m.sU1! is! also! observed! in! ABS,! the! area! of! this! increase! is!










The!change! in!wind!forcing! from!absolute!to!relative!winds! in! the!regional!HYCOM!
has! not! had! a! very! large! impact! on! the! variability! simulated! within! the! Agulhas!
Current.! ! The! representation! of!mean! velocities! of! the!Agulhas! Current! across! the!
ACT!transect!has!however!improved!from!the!simulation!forced!with!absolute!winds!
to! the! simulation! forced! with! relative! winds,! whereby! the! mean! velocity! of! the!
Agulhas! Current! core! has! increased! and! offshore! velocities! have! decreased.! The!






in! REL! than! in! ABS.!Whilst! the! change! in!wind! forcing! has! resulted! in! a! necessary!
decrease!in!the!frequency!of!large!meanders!(greater!than!or!equal!to!50!km)!from!
ABS!to!REL,!the!decrease!is!too!large.!It!is!possible!that!if!the!dampening!coefficient!
described!by!Renault!et! al.! (2017)!had!been!applied,! the! change!would!have!been!
smaller!and! that! the! frequency!of! large,!Natal!Pulse! type!meanders! in! the!Agulhas!
Current!would!be!more!accurate.!There! is!however!a!decrease! in! the! frequency!of!
meanders,!over!50!km!in!size,!observed!from!the!location!offshore!of!Port!Edward!to!
















• Both! cyclonic! and! antiUcyclonic! source! region! eddies! dissipate! upon!
approaching!the!Agulhas!Current.!
!









• The! positive! (negative)! velocity! anomaly! associated! with! antiUcyclonic!










• There! is! 33%! reduction! in! EKE! over! the! Agulhas! Current! domain! from! the!








• There!are! fewer!westward!propagating!antiUcyclonic!eddies!occurring! in! the!





• There! is! a!mean! reduction! in! eddy! lifespans,! radii,! amplitudes! and! circumU
averaged!speeds!from!ABS!to!REL.!The!change!in!wind!forcing!has!resulted!in!
















simulations! is! very! similar,! indicating! that! changes! in! mesoscale! meanders!




transect! has! however! improved! from! the! simulation! forced! with! absolute!
winds!to!the!simulation!forced!with!relative!winds."
"
• The! representation! of! small!meanders! (under! 50! km! in! size)! has! improved!




frequency!of! large!meanders! (greater! than!or!equal! to!50!km)! from!ABS! to!
REL,!the!decrease!is!too!large.!!
!
• There! is! however! a! decrease! in! the! frequency! of!meanders,! over! 50! km! in!
size,!observed!from!the!location!offshore!of!Port!Edward!to!the!region!of!the!







currents! from! satellite! altimeters,! it! is! shown! that! eddies! from! the! Mozambique!
! 147!
Channel!and!south!of!Madagascar!dissipate!as! they!approach! the!Agulhas!Current.!
By! tracking! the! offshore! position! of! the! current! core! and! its! velocity! at! 30°! S! in!
relation!to!eddies,!it!is!demonstrated!that!eddy!dissipation!occurs!through!a!transfer!
of!momentum,!where!antiUcyclones!consistently! induce!positive!velocity!anomalies!
in! the! Agulhas! Current,! and! cyclones! reduce! the! velocities! and! cause! offshore!
meanders.! Composite! analyses! of! the! antiUcyclonic! (cyclonic)! eddyUcurrent!
interaction! events! demonstrate! that! the! positive! (negative)! velocity! anomalies!
propagate!downstream!in!the!Agulhas!Current!at!44!km.dU1!(23!km.dU1).!!In!this!study,!
a! regional!HYCOM!model! is!used!to! investigate! the!ability!of!a!numerical!model! to!
resolve!meanders!and!mesoscale!variability!in!the!Agulhas!Current.!It!was!found!that!
a! change! in! wind! forcing,! reduced! the! frequency! of! meander! occurrences! in! the!
model! and! that! in! particular! meanders! smaller! than! 50km! in! size! were! more!
representative!of!meanders!seen!in!the!satellite!data.!
!
Many! numerical! models! are! unable! to! represent! the! observed! eddy! dissipation!
processes!described!above!(Backeberg!et!al.,!2014;!Durgadoo!et!al.,!2013;!Loveday!et!
al.,!2014).!!In!these!models,!eddies!propagate!from!the!source!regions!to!the!Agulhas!











stress! from! ABS! to! REL,! particularly! in! the! Mozambique! Channel,! south! of!









still! too! weak,! indicates! that! the! change! in! wind! forcing! has! improved! the!
representation!of!the!Agulhas!Current.!!The!representation!of!mean!velocities!of!the!
Agulhas! Current! across! the!ACT! transect! has! improved! from! the! simulation! forced!
with!absolute!winds!to!the!simulation!forced!with!relative!winds.!The!mean!velocity!
of! the! Agulhas! Current! has! increased,! offshore! velocities! have! decreased! and! the!
vertical!extent!of!the!current!has!increased!from!ABS!to!REL.!The!pattern!of!the!EKE!
and!MKE!reductions!from!ABS!to!REL!is!strongly!reflective!of!those!seen!in!the!wind!
stress,! indicating! the! influence! of! the! wind! stress! on! the! energy! of! the! Agulhas!
Current! system.! It! is! acknowledged! that! Backeberg! et! al.! (2009)! demonstrated! a!
significant!improvement!in!the!representation!of!the!Agulhas!Current!using!a!fourth!
order! momentum! advection! scheme! and! that! changing! the! wind! forcing! of! the!
regional!model!is!not!the!only!way!to!improve!the!regional!HYCOM!model.!!However,!
the!fourth!order!advection!scheme!was!not!avialable!for!this!study!and!it!has!been!






Channel,! south! of!Madagascar! and! in! the!Agulhas! Current! of! approximately! 100! −!
400!cm2.sU2.!The!difference!in!residual!EKE!between!ABS!and!REL!is!approximately!2.5!







Madagascar,!and!thus!a!weaker!SEMC!which!responsible! for! the! formation!of!antiU
cyclonic!eddies! in! the! region! (de!Ruijter!et!al.,!2004;!Halo,!2008;!Siedler!et!al.,!2009;!
Ridderinkhof! et! al.,! 2013;! Halo! et! al.,! 2014b).! This! thesis! also! shows! that! there! are!
fewer! eddies! propagating! along! the! offshore! edge! of! the! Agulhas! Current! in! REL!
compared!to!ABS.!Results!from!this!thesis!suggest!the!simulation!of!the!dissipation!




in! wind! forcing! in! the! regional! HYCOM! has! a! significant! dampening! effect! on! the!
eddies.! There! is! a! reduction! in!eddy!amplitudes,! radii! and! circumUaveraged! speeds!
from!ABS! to!REL!as!well!as!a!decrease! in!antiUcyclonic!eddy! lifeUspans.!Additionaly,!
there!are!significantly!more!eddies!tracked!in!ABS!than!REL,!which!could!suggest!that!
eddy! formation! is! linked!with! increased!energy! imparted!on! the!ocean! currents! in!
HYCOM!in!the!absolute!winds!simulation.!
!
The! barotropic! and! baroclinic! energy! conversion! terms! reveal! a! large! reduction! in!
energy! from! ABS! to! REL! of! 34.10%! for! the! barotopic! energy! conversion! term! and!
43.52%!for!the!baroclinic!energy!conversion!term.!The!effect!here!of!the!change!in!
wind! forcing! in! the! regional! HYCOM! is! much! larger! than! in! a! previous! study! by!
Renault!et!al.!(2017)!which!used!a!coupled!oceanUatmosphere!model.!Because!of!the!
improvement! in! the! representation!of! EKE! in! the! regional!HYCOM,! the!dampening!
coefficient! (of!approximately!0.7)!used!by!Renault!et!al.! (2017)!was!not!applied! to!
the!change! in!wind! forcing! in! the! regional!HYCOM.!Had! the!dampening!coefficient!
been!applied,!it!is!very!likely!that!the!resulting!difference!in!EKE,!eddy!properties!and!
the! energy! conversion! terms! between! the! two! experiments! would! have! been!







The! change! in! wind! forcing! from! absolute! to! relative! winds! has! improved! the!
simulation! of! small! meanders! (less! than! 50! km! in! size)! in! the! regional! HYCOM.!!




frequency! of! larger,! Natal! Pulse! type! meanders! in! the! Agulhas! Current! would! be!
more! accurate.! The! decrease! in! the! frequency! of! larger! meanders! from! the! Port!
Edward! to! the! ACT! location! in! both! HYCOM! simulations! as! well! as! the! satellite!
suggests!that!some!meanders!dissipated!before!reaching!the!southern!location.!!
"
Whilst! the! inclusion! of! relative! wind! forcing! in! the! regional! HYCOM! has! greatly!
improved!the!simulation!in!many!aspects,!there!are!a!few!instances!the!dampening!
effect! has! been! too! large.! For! example,! the! sizes! of! cyclonic! eddies! which! were!
already! too!small!have!become!even!smaller! in! the!simulation! forced!with! relative!
winds.! An! investigation! into! the! effects! of! applying! the! dampening! coefficient!
described! by! Renault! et! al.! (2017)! in! the! regional! HYCOM! could! help! to! further!
improve! the! simulation.!As! suggested!by!Renault!et!al.! (2017)! future! studies! could!





robustness! to! this! study.! Whilst,! HYCOM! is! often! used! in! a! data! assimilative!
framework!where!it!would!be!more!difficult!to!apply!a!coupled!model,!it!would!also!
be!interesting!to! investigate!whether!the!results!of!this!study!are!consistent!with!a!
coupled! HYCOM! model.! Much! of! this! study! has! been! focused! on! the! northern!
Agulhas!Current,!where!the!current!is!very!stable.!The!effects!of!the!change!in!wind!
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